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towards the erection of suitable buildings and 
making improvements on the grounds, 
citizens have always borne their share of the 
expenses of this Exhibition, and we know they 
would do their part. The present Board of 
Provincial Directors are in honor bound to 
loosen their purse strings this year, because 
whenever this Provincial Exhibition has been held 
in this city, the receipts have been so much in ex
cess of expenditures, that their funds have been 
heavily drawn upon to maintain the Exhibitions in 
other localities. Many new buildings are required 
for next year, and united action can erect them 
in a creditable manner.

The Provincial Board of Directors might excuse 
our arrogance in presuming to suggest what we 
deem to be their duty. The enclosed buildings in 
which displays are made should he enlarged or in
creased in number; exit doors should be more 
numerous than entrance doors; guards should be 
placed and barriers erected to prevent the crowding

The Farmer’s Advocate ! nothing gives greater dissatisfaction than the exist
ing rule on shearing sheep at a certain time. The 
rule is too often violated, and very little regard is 
taken of it; in fact, the law is so often violated 
that it would be better to let exhibitors show as 
they deem best, unless means be taken to have 
proof given of the date of the shearing.

A question arises among stock men, whether 
pure-bred animals should be allowed to exhibit in 
the grade class; also, if grade animals should bo 
allowed to compete with pedigreed animals. It is 
found that many grade animals can carry off the 
prizes in the show ring, and the Canadian breeder 
asks why his cattle are not as much entitled to 
honors as imported cattle. We merely touch on 
this point now, and hope those that are interested 
in this or any other subject pertaining to the in- 
tercst of this Exhibition, will forward their 
opinions, so that discussion may be had. This 
journal is open for discussions op both sides of any 
question pertaining to our agricultural interests. ijj| 

Perhaps the Board might arrange 
with American lines of railway to 
issue excursion tickets during our 
Provinsial Exhibition.

TWO WEEKS OR ONE.

Some are advocating that the Ex
hibition should be kept open for two 
weeks. Our opinion at present is 
that exhibitors of stock would de
cidedly oppose such a step.
Board may judiciously make Tues
day and Friday of greater interest; 
perhaps it might be well to have one 
day, cither Wednesday or Thursday, 
a 50-cent day, as many would rather 
give ‘2ii cents more to avoid such a 
great rush as there is on those days 
in the enclose 1 buildings.
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ix\\Provincial Exhibition—1817
The present sea^ffti is the time to 

adopt plans for the next, 
endeavor to profit from past experi- 

d to add to the utlity of this

W e should
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ence, an
great exhibition in all its departments. 
If there are unnecessary 
brances, lop them off; if there are any 
good suggestions for additional ex
penditure in any department,' or any 
improvements, let them be known 
through the press of the country, so 
that discussions might he had on such 
subjects. The hurrying through 
mittces or incorporate bodies of any 
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new measure 
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Those who receive Government 
should show us

The llnrdy Palm.
To the lovers of the beauties of na

ture there is no tree more dear than 
the palm with its branching foliage. 
They are all natives of climes loss sub
ject to tile winter rigour of our coun
try. Their native home is the tropics. 
When at the Centennial, we saw 
some beautiful specimens of the palm 
tribe ; here they could he grown in a 
Conservatory.

of visitors and pressing from every direction. The palm family is perhaps the most widely 
. Visitors should be prevented from sitting on the diversified oi any botanical tribe that has distinct

gestions are right. < railings obstructing the view of articles exhibited, family characteristics ; and the useful products
The Exhibition for 1877 may he made the best b ’. f ° romove their obtainable from its members are very numerous.
“ h„ ,vert.konpl„co m ,
unity of action to procure this, the Inst requisite Exhibition, tjicy ehouM have their prizes forfeited. very mauy edible fruits are yielded by the trees ;

There should be larger buildings, or visitors should j oil is extracted in' prodigious quantities from one 
bounty OF MIDDLESEX AND THE mv of LONDuSI on]y paS3 i'n one direction. i fromff

act together. If there he a guarantee that the ^ distinction should be made in exhibiting j nu^g A common kind of sugar, called jaggery in 
present lands would be perpetually held for agri- allimals under one year of age; perhaps young i thc East Indies, is the product of a palm ; and the - 
cultural purposes, the County Council would feel animals under six months and under twelve | ^ddpclagoaudekewLr^ktlmfruiTo°fta Falmtre™ 
justified in granting a liberal sum of money months might both he awarded prizes. 1 erliaps ,
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iüüf November on the Farm. an early winter, or even of an unfavorable fall, 
“ wash away the flesh ” they had gained. There 
is no greater waste, no source of more certain loss 
to the farmer than to let his cattle stand out 
bleak, wet nights exposed to the cold. They 
would be better in the house or shed even if with
out food. It is easy to keep up the condition of 
stock, but very difficult to restore it if lost. This 
is equally applicable to all stock—milch 
young stock and store cattle. If neglected they will 
be a source of loss instead of profit. If kept 
and comfortable they will continue improving in 
appearance, health and flesh.

Fattening hogs should be finished for market as

have good potato crops, while their neighbours’ 
potatoes have scarcely been worth the labour. This 
difference of produce must be attributed to other 
causes—to the quality and nature of the soil, its 
condition for the crop, and the variety of potato 
planted. Any soil may be so treatèd as to produce 
a pretty good crop of potatoes in favourable seasons; 
but a farmer need not be told there are soils natu
rally adapted for its culture. Rotation of crops is 
another requisite to successful potato culture. With 
the writer mentioned above this course was not fol
lowed.

That light potato crop of ’7fi seems to have fol
lowed a potato crop of the previous year. This 
may in part account for its being almost a failure. 
Some crops are better adapted to take their place 
in a rotation after c itlier crops of a different mode of 
growth. We have raised our heaviest potato crops, 
and those of the best quality, on ground that had 
the previous year been under grass, peas, or corn. 
As to the variety of potatoes, the best crops we have 
known this season have been of early sorts, as the 
Early Rose. They took hold of the ground early ; 
the unfavorable season had less effect on their 
growth ; their maturing and ripening was not forced 
as it was of later sorts. A slow-growing, late- 
maturing potato is not the most suitable for our 
short seasons.

Were every farmer to make inquiries such as arc 
here suggested, and to communicate the result of 
his inquiries to au agricultural paper, he would be 
doing good service to himself and other cultivators 
of the soil.

We have enjoyed our Hallowe’en and may now 
expect winter weather any day. We may, it is 
true, have yet some weeks of pleasant weather, 
and there is no more pleasant, invigorating season 
than our Canadian fall, very few seasons excepted, 
and, in the country especially, we enjoy it the 
more that wre know not how short it may be. The 
Indian summer sometimes remains with us till the 
month is over, but sometimes November comes in 
with chilling breath, the ground is soon bound by 
frost, and ‘ ‘ All the hills are covered with snow, 
and then it is winter fairly.”

This uncertainty of what a week or a day may 
bring us makes it all the more necessary for us not 
to lose an hour in making every preparation for the 
winter. Leave nothing undone that may be done, 
and when the winter shall have come we can with 
the greater ease do the work that even in the depth 
of winter must be done on the farm.

!. :>
jlN' on
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cows,
••

warm■ b1 * ;

I

* j
early as possible. They thrive better before the 
cold weather sets in, and every additional day’s 
food is additional cost incurred. When housed 
early, and in good condition, they are finished for 
the market at comparatively little expense of food.

Horses should be well fed and groomed. A good 
span of horses well cared for will do as much work 
as two spans of wretched, hungry animals, and in 
the hurried season the owner can rely on them. A 
good horse is a good friend.

'■ f

:

t
The potato crop is safely stored ere this. This 

year, more than others, there has been early ma
turity, and early ripening makes the way for early 
gathering into pits and cellars. There are, how
ever, other root crops to be cared for, and we be
lieve the acreage under such crops is every year 
increasing. The unceasing cutting down of the 
old forests makes the country colder by depriving 
it of the natural protections against the winds, and, 
consequently, cattle require a better supply of 
winter food than formerly ; besides, our access to 
better markets for our meat and dairy produce 
must stimulate to greater improvement in our stock 
husbandry.

All roots should be secured with as little delay 
as possible. We need not now expect them to 
make a greater growth, and a few days may not only 
make the saving them more laborious and expen
sive, but may also cause a serious loss in the crops. 
Let us see to it that our turnips, mangolds, carrots 
and beets are so stored as to be safe from the 
winter, and at the sanie time within easy reach for 
feeding our cattle. We see in some parts of the

bH i ‘

i Keep the plow going till prevented by frost. 
Plowing at this season will expedite the spring 
work ; and ground such as can be profitably plowed 
in the fall must be greatly benefited by the action 
of frost. We have proved this by the experience
of years,

One more hint. The collecting and saving of 
manure is a very important part of the November 
work on the farm. Let nothing be lost that 
be converted into manure. Now that the cattle

can

Beet Culture.
A BONUS OF SEVENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS PER AN

NUM FROM THE QUEBEC LEGISLATURE.

are housed everything that will absorb the liquid 
manure may be made a valuable addition to the 
manure heap.

*

The present annual production of beet sugar in 
France, Belgium, and other counties, is 1,050,000 
tons—France alone producing 380,000 tons. We 
believe the French Government gives a bounty or 
drawback on exported beet sugar. That is, we be
lieve, to encourage an industry that is comparatively 
undeveloped ; for no sound economist would tax the 
entire nation for the benefit of a class. However, 
it proves the importance to the agriculturist and the 
nation generally which the French Government 
tertain of an extended cultivation of the sugar-beet 
and of its manufacture. We believe at the last

The Potato Crop of Ï8T6.
Never was the uncertainty of the yield from the 

potato crop-more clearly shown than in the crop of 
1876 and the preceding year—the former a season 
of abundant produce arid consequent low prices ; 
the latter a season of crops so light as by some to 
be called a failure. In 1875 potatoes were sold in 
these markets at 20c. to 25c. per bushel, and so it 
was throughout the Dominion.

country there is a greater variety in the root crops 
of the farm. We have learned not to depend on 

There might be a failure of theone variety.
turnip crops, from drouth at the time of sowing, 
or from attacks of the fly, and we then find the

In the Maritime en-
Provinces they were bought at as low prices, and 
large quantities of them made into starch. From 
New England we had similar reports. This year, 
in the very season when potatoes are cheapest, they 
are sold here at $1 per bag of 1J bush. In the Ma
ritime Provinces they are bought at 50c. per bush., 
and shipped in large quantities to New England. 
A correspondent of the Ohio Farmer says:—“I 
won’t have two hundred bushels of potatoes from 
five acres. From the same field last year I dug 
eight hundred bushels.”

advantage of having a plot of mangolds ; so it is 
with all our root crops ; besides, it is well to have 
a variety of root crops for feeding.

A good root-house is most convenient for storing 
roots. It should, to save the labor of much car
riage, be near the stable and byre. Roots intended 
to be fed late in the season may be safely stored in 
pits, and if carefully taken from the ground and 
carefully stored they will keep well till late in the 

There is no way in which they will keep 
fresher and retain their nutritive properties better 
than in the pit.

Carrots are very valuable for winter feed for 
horses.

session of the Quebec Local Legislature $7,000 an
nually, for ten years, were voted to enaourage the 
establishment of a Beet Sugar Refinery. We 
not aware how far this grant has operated to extend 
the cultivation of that root, and not even so far till 
there is a demand for it. It would seem, therefore, 
that a refinery must precede beet cultivation. Not 
many will enter on an enterprise while the material 
for manufacturing it is wanting. For the present the 
farmer has no market if he would raise the sugar- 
beet, and the refiner has no root to manufacture. 
No doubt does exist of the suitability of the soil of 
this Province for raising roots. The local Agricul
tural Shows and Provincial Fairs have produced 
ample evidence of the fertility of the land, and plen
tiful crops might be secured ; but

are

season. He adds:—“ According 
to my estimate, an acre of potatoes cannot be cul
tivated for less than twenty dollars, which is just 
about what my field will produce this year, leaving 
nothing for use’of the land.”

The question naturally arises, Is such a loss

h- They serve to keep them in good health
and condition. They have been largely fed to 
horses in England, and there is no other country 
in which the horse is so well cared for.

una
voidable ? Is there no method by which 
guard against the recurrence of such losing results ? 
We cannot, we know, by any means in the least 
control the weather—and to the drought or hu
midity of the weather much of the poverty of the 
crop must be attributable ; but is it not within 
power to guard against the injurious effects of 
unfavourable condition of the weather. That this 
can be, at least, partially effected, we have little 
doubt ; and the more clearly we see that there is 
such a possibility, the more likely will we be to in
quire into and to adopt preventive measures.

Were this failure wholly owing to -the nature of 
the season, there would be little difference between 
the returns in the same or similar localities. But 
this has not been the case. Some, a few, farmers

we can
We have

also fed turnips and beets to horses, but only in 
small quantities and at intervals—merely enough 
to prevent costiveness when long confined to the 
stable and to dry food.

we imagine the 
refinery must somehow precede the culture of the 
sugar-beet before its production becomes general.

The above article on a very important subject 
abridge from our

we
Eastern Township contemporary, 

the Sherbrook News. We would suggest to culti
vators and manufacturers that both branches of the 
undertaking proceed simultaneously, so that while 
the beets are growing for the sugar-maker, the ma
nufactory be erected and put into working order. 
Were the establishment of a “refinery” undertaken 
by a company, they could, on land bought or rented 
for the purpose, grow beets to give partial employ

eur
In pitting or storing turnips care must be taken 

. that ventilation is secured, otherwise their heat when 
heaped together might cause decomposition.- Venti
lation is as necessary for the preservation of roots 
as it is for animal life,

! If an

:
j They must not be kept 

stored in too high a temperature —they keep best 
just about the freezing point, no higher.

This month, at furthest, all cattle should be 
housed. If the weather be cold and wet, they 
should be housed even earlier.

ment for the first *year’s operation, as lias been done 
by the proprietors of the Potato Starch Factory inThe cold rains of

I
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In my opinion we have seen the worst this sea
son. If you are in the dairy business stick to it ; 
by the time you get out and well into something 
else, that something else will be very likely to be 
low and the dairy products high. Instead of giv
ing it up try and make your cows give you a return 
of 500 lbs. of cheese for the season instead of 300.
Make it your aim and study to increase the pro
ducts of your farm and dairy. These things can
not be accomplished without careful study and 
forethought. Now that the long winter evenings 
are upon us let them be improved and made use of.
Get some good work on the dairy business, and we 
hope every dairyman is taking one or more good 
agricultural paper.

Although there is great room for improvement 
in the manufacture of cheese, still the cheese- 
maker is pretty well master of his business, 
so far as to be able to make a very fair article from 
inferior milk. But how many of the dairymen 
throughout the country are keeping pace with the 
times and making themselves masters of their busi
ness Î

The fact is becoming more patent every year that 
if the standard of Canadian butter and cheese is 
to be raised the great bulk of the dairymen will 
have to be educated to a higher standard. They 
must be made fully alive to the fact that to make 
dairying a success they have a very important part 
to play in the programme, and that they must do 
their part well and thoroughly. To begin with, 
they must have the best cows, and the right kind 
too ; but they must not be satisfied with that, they 
should keep aiming to make their herd still better. 
These cows must be well and properly fed, and 
with the right kind of food for making milk, and 
supplied with the best of pure water. The stables 
and yards should be kept clean, dry and sweet. 
And last, but not the least, the milk vessels must 
he kept well and thoroughly cleaned and sweet, 
and the milk handled and cooled with the greatest 

If dairymen could only be led to 
and feel the importance of all these things as a 

body it would be one of the most important steps 
towards making the dairy business a great success.
Let each dairyman make up his mind to make the 
business a credit to himself and his neighborhood, 
and also induce his neighbors to follow his ex
ample. Let him make his herd and farm such that 
he can look on them with pride and satisfaction.

If the patrons of every cheese factory would 
form themselves into a dairy club, meeting once a 
week or once a fortnight during the winter months, 
they would find themselves greatfy benefited. At 
the conclusion of each meeting let the members 
settle upon the subject for discussion at the next, 
and also upon some one of the members to open 
the subject by reading a paper of his own composi
tion on it. After that let each and every one take 
part in the debate. By having a good chairman, 
and one who would keep each speaker confined to 
the subject, these debates would be very instruc
tive. They would give the young men of the 
neighborhood a fine opportunity to improve them
selves, and would be much more beneficial to them- f 
selves and the community than those senseless de
bating schools which are sometime^ held through
out the country. There is so much to be learned, t> 
studied and said about dairying and farming in all 
its departments that the subject is inexhaustable.
If a few pushing and thorough young men would 
take hold of this matter in their neighborhood they 
could make it both instructive and entertaining to 
themselves and their friends.

The dairy department at the Centennial is a very 
poor representation of the dairy utensils and pro
ducts of the country. There are plenty of factories 
in Ontario in which the every-day display of cheese 
is much finer. There has been very bad taste die-

over the general average price paid for butter to 
pay for the manufacturing, besides making it a 
cash article. The dairyman’s wife and daughters 
would be relieved of all their labor and trouble in 
making and marketing. Every package would be 
the same color from top to bottom, and a dealer in 
buying a line of this hutter could depend upon its 
uniformity in quality as well as color, 
nothing in the world to prevent Canadian butter 
from being sold in Eng’and for the same price as 
the best Irish, Danish or Kiel butter, which are 
now quoted at about 25 to 30 shillings above Cana
dian. This is a great difference in value, but take 
the difference between these brands of butter and 
our medium or ordinary and there is quite 50 shil
lings difference.

I feel confident that in ten years time we will see 
the bulk of the butter made in the country for ex
port will be made on the associated plan, as 
the cheese is now. This subject is worthy the con
sideration of the dairy public and the cheese fac
tory men, for in my opinion they should be worked 
together whenever practicable.

I have no doubt that a good many who have 
been in the dairy business for the past few years, 
and a host of those who have jumped into it simply 
because they thought they could make more money

Nova Scotia. This, we believe, was the course pur
sued in France at the commencement of this beet- 
sugar industry that has now grown to be so impor
tant a source of national wealth.

Former numbers of the Farmer’s Advocate bear 
testimony to our efforts to have trial made in Ca
nada of the growth of the beet and its manufacture 
into sugar. To be successful and prosperous as a 
farming community, a diversity in our farm pro
ducts is necessary. Of this the result of each year’s 
farming supplies an additional proof. Not only does 
the wheat crop leave the farmer little profit after 
paying expenses, but the growing of grain crops to 
such an extent as we have been accustomed to in 
this part of the Dominion, robs the soil of its pro
ductiveness, and the impoverishment of the soil is 
the certain impoverishment of the owner.

It is not a judicious policy to be purchasing from 
other countries that which we can profitably pro
duce from our own soil.
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IHints to Dairymen—No. 9.
Written for the Farmer's Advocate, by J. Seabury. 

The cheese market and trade has ruled very
;;

-quiet for the past month, with somewhat of a re
action. Factorymen who had refused 12c. to 12^c.

anxious sellers at these figures, or even 
less. The fall make is somewhat short, but high 
prices will check consumption quite as much as 
the make is short.
58 shillings, the relative value here would be 114.

Butter has suffered quite a reaction and a decline 
of 20 shillings in Liverpool the past few days, 
Which will have a very depressing effect on the 
trade here. The deliveries have been light for the

of the opinion that

»

are now
and make it easier than in any other way, are now 
seriously considering the question, shall we go on 
keeping cows or shall we sell them off and try 
something else t To all such and to any others 
who have already hastily decided on selling off their 

I would say, give this matter your full con-
Our

ch as are 
result of 
would be 
iltivators

With the cable, which is now

!
cows
sidération and look at it in all its bearings.
old friend Mr. Farrington predicted nine years ago 
that ‘‘there was a great and glorious future in store 
for dairymen in Ontario,” and I have no hesitation 
in saying there is still a great future for the dairy- 

of Ontario. Compare the dairy business nine 
years ago with what it is to-day. 
wonderful, and yet whoever lives to see the next 
nine years will see as great a change.

It is an old and true saying, “ A rolling stone 
gathers no moss, ” and the farmer who is rolling 
about from one thing to another will not be likely 
to gather much “moss.” 
of American farmers, they are too ready to jump 
into any other kind of farming other than the kind 
they are engaged in. If they arc stock-raising and 
wool and mutton happens to be high they are quite 
disgusted with stock-raising and rush into sheep. 
By the time they are 
there is a change in the market and prices of wool 
and mutton are low, and they vow that the sheep 
business is a very poor and unprofitable one. They 

ready to try anything else that looks the

PER AN- past few weeks, and 
there is a good deal of fall butter in the hands of 
tile farmers, which wrill keep the local trade quiet, 
so that we need not look for much, if any, improve
ment over present prides before the spring.

The writer being in Wingham a few weeks ago, 
and having a few hours at my disposal, I resolved 
to drive across the Teeswatcr and see the butter 
factory which is in operation there, 
ten miles across a comparatively new country brings

The country is
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This is one of the evilsyou to the village of Teeswatcr. 
well suited for dairying, being well watered, rooling, 

They arc making up theand somewhat stoney. 
milk of some two hundred cows, and are making a

They appear to lie 5
first-class article of butter, 
well satisfied with the enterprise, so much so that

:fairly in the sheep businessthe owner informed me that he would have no trouble
in getting the milk of five hnndred cows next sea
son. There are several of these butter factories

similar plan being talked of for another year. 
I was very much struck with the simplicity of the 

The building is one story, about

on a
are now
most promising, and as cheese and butter have 
been high and they hear wonderful accounts of the 
profits from those who are in the business, they re
solve to try that, never for a moment considering 
whether their farms are well adapted to the busi- 

Probably after trying it for two or three 
seriously thinking of giving it 

What can farmers

arrangements.
30x50, one-half of which is used as a churning 

and for working and packing the butter.room
The other half is the milk room, in which the milk 
is set and skimmed. This room is some three or 
four feet below the surface of the ground, and the 
milk pans' for setting and cooling the milk are years they are

These pans are up and trying something else.
who pursue such a course expect to make ? I have 
observed that these farmers are the ones who make 
up that class who are never satisfied with anything. 
The crops are poor, prices are low, and there is 

thing going right to suit them. This style of 
farming is nothing more or less than a sort of specu
lation, and a farmer has no business to speculate

Every farmer

ness.
now

ranged on each side of the room, 
made to hold about twenty-five hundred of milk, 
and the milk is set about ten inches deep in them. 
Another thing, too, is that it does not require.the skill 
in the manufacture that cheese does, and after the 
butter is made afid packed there is no more trouble 

I feel confident that the day is not very
no

with it.
far distant when butter factories will be scattered

as cheese factories are unless he has plenty of money, 
should study what he and his farm are best adapted

few farms in Ontario
all through the country just

If the butter now exported from the country 
made up in this way it would add to 

from 4c. to 5c. per pound for the finest, and 10c. 
f, >r medium and ordinary sorts. Let any one figure 
for himself the gain that this would be to the 

doubt that the butter made 
than enough

now. for, although there are very 
but what can be made suitable and adapted to the 
dairy business. And I question if there is any 
other branch of farming that promises better and 

remunerative with steady and regular prices

its valuewas

is more 
taking onecountry. There is no 

in this -way would always realize
year with another. Imore
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II? him. One could easily tell they were political cat
tle, by listening to remarks from different parties ; 
one
other party could find many redeeming points to 
be considered.

The Guelph Exhibition of the fine arts is not 
what we could wish. We hope to see the amateurs 
in this department encouraged, by having 
mittee to decide what is and what is not fit to ex
hibit. Many of “Minnie May’s ” and “ Uncle 
Tom’s ” family could do far better work than some 
that was shown at this Exhibition.

Our attention was attracted to a new and, we 
think, superior kind of barrel ; it is exhibited by 
Mr. T. Sharp, of Guelph, and is made of two large 
sheets of wood cut very thin and nailed together. 
In one piece the grain runs round the barrel, the 
other lengthwise of the barrel ; they are very light, 
strong, neat and cheap, and are much easier handled 
than the common barrel ; the wood from which 
they arc made can be cut round and round the log.

A fanning-mill was exhibited at this Exhibition 
that we did not notice at other Exhibitions. It 
is a Canadian invention, and from what we saw of 
it we consider it far superior to the American fan- 
ning-mill which Yankee sharpers are traveling 
through the country and selling patent rights of, 
or county or shop rights. Thousands of dollars 
have been lost by farmers by dabbling in the rights 
of two Yankee fanning-mills. We feel thankful 
that our pages have not aided the imposition.

ports from different parts of the country, particu
larly of the following varieties, namely : the lied 
Fern,,Odessa, Egyptian and the Brooks wheats; 
also of any other new variety that may be in your 
locality.

The Fife wheat is answering well in most locali
ties to the north, but it is not giving general satis
faction in this locality. The Bed Chaff, although 
yielding well in many places, is condemned in 
every place by millers. The Rio Grande, Red 
River or McCarling wheats are very similar in 
growth. In some parts they are lauded; in others 
condemned. If any variety is doing well in your 
locality, by all means continue to sow it.

We know many of our readers will kindly aid us 
in answering the question by giving us information 
or by writing for the correspondents’ department.

played in the arrangement of what few cheese 
there are there. I was very much struck with the 
very meagre display made by the United States, 
both in cheese and dairy apparatus, and everything 
seems to be left to take care of itself. What few 
dairy apparatus there are exhibited are of the most 
ordinary kind ; some of our Ontario manufacturers 
turn out much better made and finished work every 
day. This department does not reflect much 
credit to those who have the management. The 
writer went round three different times to see the 
Canadian cheese, but could not get in either time, 
the door being locked. This department is visited 
by thousands every day, and the one-half of them 
have no idea what these things are for, and there 
is no one to explain them.
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The Western Fair.
' r. *
, fU ! This Exhibition, held in this city differs very 

little from the Provincial in extent of the 
display made by exhibitors, in fact, this Exhi
bition is always a good one ; in some classes it sur
passes the Provincial. The prizes offered by the 
Provincial, at whatever point it is held, will draw 
exhibitors, but stockmen and manufacturers of 
agricultural implements prefer exhibiting at this 
Exhibition, because sales are more apt to be made 
here, as no locality has such a fine agricultural 
country around it.

The weather was most unfavorable, but notwitli-

Winter Feeding of Stock.
I We have had enquiries from farmers i* the East

ern Province as to the best mode of feeding cattle 
in winter for milk, for beef and for holding over 
till spring. One writer asks how is it that farmers 
in Ontario can fatten cattle without loss at the pre
sent price of meat. He says : “ Here we could not 
do it.”

Some writers on agricultural subjects assert that 
there is no immediate profit on winter fattening 
stock, and the only profit is from the increased 
quantity of manure made thereby and its superior 
quality. This, they say, is considered by English 
farmers sufficient to defray the cost of feeding. 
They adduce figures to prove their assertion, thus 
reducing it to the solution of an arithmetical pro
blem. An animal is of a given weight when being 
put into the stall for fattening. A certain quan
tity of food is consumed in the fattening, and when 
fit for the shambles he has gained in weight so 
many pounds or stones. This additional weight 
barely pays for the food consumed in the fattening, 
and hence it appears there is no profit other than 
the manure, against which is to be placed in account 
the labor of feeding.

But there is something to be reckoned more than 
the price of the additional pounds of meat. Those 
writers have overlooked, or at least they have not 
taken into account, the increased value of the whole 
carcass. In our home markets well fattened beef

.3

r*1
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il standing this the attendance was good, there 
many animals exhibited that wore owned inwere

the States. At the Provincial we only heard of one Caution—Patent Rights, &c.jj
i -t ! American animal from the United States being ex

hibited. This Exhibition has always been a strong 
rival to the Provincial, and its independence of Gov
ernment patronage shows what can be done, 
farmers in this- locality do not consider there iB 
any necessity for Government to expend money on 
agriculture in any way ; they feel quite indepen
dent, and think they “ can paddle their own 
canoe.”

We shall not weary you with a long description 
or prize list, as we devoted much space last month 
to the Provincial prize list, &c. Some of the ani
mals and implements that gained first prizes at 
the Provincial Exhibition were only awarded 
second and third prizes at this Exhibition. We do 
not presume to say that the judges at the Western 
Fair are better than those engaged at the Provin
cial. The majority have undoubtedly acted honor
ably and to the best of their ability ; all such de
serve the thanks of exhibitors, but we fear that 
exhibitors sometimes have been awarded honors 
that should have been awarded to the products ex
hibited. We do not intend to inply that the judg
ing at this fair has not been quite as good as at 
any we ever attended ; but if a judge has been 
reasonably suspected by any Board, or the public, 
of acting partially, he ought not to be selected 
again, however good his address may be, or how
ever iriach lie may push himself into notice.

There are at the present time many smart, plau
sible sharpers travelling through the country sell
ing nostrums, shoddy clothing, novel fruits or 
wonderful seeds and patent fixings of numerous 
kinds. Hundreds of such dare not let their name 
or address be known.

If there is anything worth having or worth the 
price asked, it can be procured from regular dealers 
or manufacturing establishments. If any novelty 
has not been favorably announced through some of 
the hundreds of papers published in Canada, as a 
general rule you may expect to be swindled. Hun
dreds make a living by selling such things as they 
know are worthless. Such persons should be 
stopped, as they give a bad name to the real legiti
mate business of selling such things as are of advan
tage. Agents have instructed farmers to use reap
ing machines, and many other useful implements 
have been introduced by them that farmers would 
not otherwise have had. Agents are not all to be 
condemned because some are dishonest; neither 
all farmers to be condemned because one man sold 
his grain from a false sample, or because his wife 
had two kinds of butter in her basket, 
can follow a dishonest farmer, but a note given by 
a farmer to a sharper for any valueless patent will 
have to be paid if it turns his family out of the 
farm.

We are willing to expose any of these gentry, 
but the difficulty lying in the way is this, that the 
greatest losses are sustained by those that toil hard 
and read but little. Should a reader be swindled, 
he would often rather suffer the loss than let it be 
known. Many do not give information because 
they object to give their names; some because they 
do not care how much others arc swindled. The 
question is how to remedy the evil' .

H The
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: sells readily at 30 to 40 per cent, higher prices than 

it would if lean, and the différence in British mar
kets is still higher. This profit we claim is made 
by fattening animals in addition to that from the 
manure, as fairly valued, to be equivalent to the 
food and labor.

A milch cow
are

can be brought well through the 
winter on good hay, without any other food, but8 The law the question arises—Will she not do as \yell or bet
ter on hay of inferior quality, with the addition of 
roots that cost less to the farmer than any other 
provender. Wo have had cattle kept in good, 
thriving condition throughout the winter on good 
straw, with two feeds of turnips daily. Cattle 
feeders assure us that a good-sized cow will eat 25 
to 30 pounds of hay in winter when it is her only 
food. Straw is seldom treated by farmers as of 
much account. Roots, such as turnips and man* 
golds, produce from 600 to 1,000 bushels per acre, 
at the cost of the labor—say $12 to $15.

The Fattening Process.—No definite figures 
can be given for the cost of fattening. The ex
perience of feeders varies very much. Some ani
mals are naturally inclined to putting on flesh ; they 
are always in fair condition, and fatten at little cost 
to the feeders. Some, on the other hand, are quite 
the reverse. Much also depends on the condition 
of the animals when the fattening process com
mences. An animal in fair condition when put up 
for stall feeding will pay a higher profit for stall

■
■

The Central or Guelph Exhibition.
The display of stock, machinery, and other pro

ductions, at this Exhibition, were nearly equal to 
tlie display made in London ; in some departments 
they were not as good, in others may have excelled; 
the vegetable and root departments wo thought 
even superior to either of the other Exhibitous. 
The exhibition of the Government stock was a 
part of the show that could not be at any other 
Exhibition. The stock looked healthy, and not 
fed beyond breeding limits. If they are superior 

, to the cattle now owned in the country, it must 
consist in their pedigrees. The poled Aberdeen 

• cattle had some admirers. We presume Mr. Brown 
did the best he could with the sum intrusted to

1 H
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\ ,Spring Wheat.
The question has already been put to us several 

times—What kind of spring wheat 
mend ? The answer is not any easy one to give 
some varieties have answered well in some locali
ties and proved failures in others. We wish you to 
help us to form a correct opinion by sending
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y : the Red 
oks wheats; 
ly be in your

freeze their combs, shut up every opening. From 
these hints one must judge of the severity of the 
climate of that part of the country he lives in. 
Give all the air that common sense dictates, but 
not enough to do injury.

I once observed, on visiting an amateur, that he 
had his buildings on the top of a hill, in which he 
kept various breeds. He had latticed rooms on 
the north side of the houses and large doors open
ing into them. He had all the doors set open 
every winter’s day (with the idea of ventilation). 
The biting wind howled through the building

for a good market and to bring the highest price. 1 States. enough to chill a Polar bear. The birds inside
r.1 metil and bean meal are fed bv "—-------------------- were huddled together close to the glass (on the
Oil cake, . , -ri,e Centennial Exhibition. south side, to be sure), but its effect for warmth
English feeders. The time is coming when linseed a was more than neutralized by the doors open on
will be an important product of our Canadian This Exhibition, which is now drawing to ’ I the north, as the wretched appearance of the in-
farms Meantime one or two pounds daily of corn has been a grand success. The greatest good must | mateg plainly showed. It is needless to sajr that 
iiieul will be profitably used in finishing the fatten- result in after years, owing to the opening of trade, party voted pure-bred fowls a fraud. All his ex-

1 1 ‘h. fri-diy i»—™ »«“»'■ “» »*■»”"> I "X.Ï S

of knowledge, which have all been attended to. . management.
Railways and Agricultural Progress. I We have ill a previous number advised all to go I Kami domicile should have a small opening for 

Ih« to to» ». ««I. grumbling Irem time to tb.t e.ul.l uï.rd the j.„„„y. W. toen.ver «eu the totuntot.^n 
time on account of the heavy burdens imposed on one who has regretted the expense; all are pleased I ward> and it ahould never be closed but in extreme 
the country by the construction of railways, but and enlightened that have been there. No one can I cold leather. If there is danger of enemies enter.

few if any of the grumblers, who would give but a very faint idea of its magnificence and 1 ing by night through it, a grating can be pieced 
prefer the work that to b..„ .1,». b, uurl.ue utility ...» ,ft=, having Lee. ,he„. ~
if that were possible, even though the undoing of The last cheap excursion that we have heardof will yent fowl„ flying through them, 
the work were to be accompanied with the refund- leave Hamilton on the 4th November; fare $9. All fixtures should be so arranged that you can
ing of the moneys expended. They who were Far better accommodation is to be had at thou- easily get at them for cleaning, such as nests, feed, 
settlers in the country before the great lines of rail- sands of private houses at from $1 to $1.50 per day ^^^b^on^sS MgherThan the other, 
way existed can form some opinion of what Canada than can be had at the crowded hotels at twice and I wben landing on a shelf, the high side turned to 
would now be without those means of communica- thrice those amounts. the next nest, answering a partition between with-
t!,m 1,1,1 transit Their great advantage to every We shall publish the list of Canadian honors | out immoveable wood work. Such nests can be
Sr; “om.........ty, -.1 «to, others «. g„i„„ „ J. „ ». reeeiy. it complete. We .hall jÿ “fli^

farmers, is now again more fully brought before us jn future numbers refer to various things m regard makes a thorough job of it, and is done quickly, 
by the great improvements in the vast tract of to this Exhibition. There are many such contrivances for economizing

ntry which the Intercolonial Railway and other We attempted to procure some spring wheat for 1 space in smaU places, which will be described m 
lines have effected m the Maritime Provinces and trial from some of the northern countries, but as du°et^®g ghould be ttat and jugt wide enough for 
Quebec. Rich tracts of land that by their isolation yet none can be hail. There will be an opportunity 1 fowlg to grjp. Shingle lathe, planed and the edges 
w'ere almost worthless, are by the railway brought jor Qur Commissioners to exchange with other I rounded a little, make good ones. L*t them lie

sSi.. .1,. w—tmr », a. ..U, T.,, ^.fis rws a
inhabitants of the few sparsely scattered settle- ^ «a .. this would soon spoil their plumage, making them
ments aie enabled to enjoy the society of those gOUUty TjtWU. worthless tor exhibition. Anyone can judge from
lmndreds of miles apart, for hundreds of miles are j.............................................. ..........  ..... | these general hints how to adapt the principles to
to » to-.....»; j........ "y f- ““—“f k^Tr.-iw. £ 7-5^* JKnïYft

..rowing breadstuffs and feeding cattle on land that pened easily, and slats or wire substituted in many have to go through m their first building.
how ooo, . ho,,., may b. JSSTÏ B t,»t« ^

to be an infusion of greater vigor from the ; th call get—it would be better for their eased from allowing them to puddle thr0UKh
' th. r ttei, ooto^ ££^0^1»

HS * ««. “as?,» «stttint proof is given in the readiness of communities . .h t j protection against thieves. Iron bars Numbers of contrivances have been diseribed m

5S? ""ivy too. th.m.,1,0. <- »* ^V**»*^

»«. Ihm. «hough hut a .hurt «meeting to-*, to fad .cheap in an, gtogr—g»

i::;1 r?»,

rn—L a,u, in,,,h„o,1 — to to | fiKSSS Zt ZTA^S?ttEV2
’"£«00.1 ih.ne the 1 ntercohmial Ito '“ft $50**5»» — *> '»

nl7 « .rreater work still doing, supplies us perative. / . ... them, on two and given a plentiful supply of pure fresh water,
with another illustration of the benefits that must the house, U^uptothew^ ^etiK^Tat^mnetrimmtogs
accrue to a country from such undertakings o - that n0 foul air remwns t ^ blowing down of fresli mutton suet may be chopped up and scalded
mii/atiou has received a new impetus; agriculturists current may pass through witho « ë , with their other feed, or they may lie boiled with

provîntes totally i.olate.l (»»» enoh other are „p toe high. but lit t!. kill, lœ.lmg .houhl U stopped to twelve
broil'dit within easy access, and united by the rail col(l days, close the wind e, ,d .jurifies hours or more, so that the intestines may become
in a Consolidated Dominion. And efforts are ben,g when.it.freeze*.hardenithc^house.^ ^ ^1 fowls Lyp.pa^vdy enqffy. 
made to render Canada by this means commercially the air in a degree, 1

feeding than if put up lean. The same rule holds independent of othes countries, by making Halifax 
good with high-bred cattle. In this is the greater her winter port, affording her undes any circum- 
profit of having pure-bred stock or good grades. stances a Canadian outlet for her products and a 

Begin to feed the animals on roots early in the free mode of communication with Europe. The 
season. Let their daily feed of turnips not be Intercolonial now carries flour from Toronto to 
lanm. Accustom them to them by degrees. After Halifax at 40 cents per barrel, and other commodi- 
some time their full allowance will be about 50 lbs. ties at psoportionate rates, so that Ontario farmers 
per head daily. In finishing for the shambles some can conveniently supply the markets that had been 
additional food will be required if they be intended hitherto supplied .almost entirely from the United
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Jftorfe atirt iainj. 14 per cent, of solid matter, 
hotter climate, I should suppose the average per
centage of sugar and solid matter would be increased 
in the best crop ; but this would depend much on 
the size of roots and the soil where grown. To 
produce roots of the best quality they ought not to 
be grown in too rich a soil, like that of river bot
toms or the most fertile of prairies, nor should 
they be manured too highly in a poor soil, and 
what is of still more importance, probably, they 
ought to be grown standing so closely together in 
rows as not to exceed 5 or 6 lbs in weight each. 
I prefer them even less than this, say 4 to 5 lbs on 
the average. I would not give a dime per bushel 
for great overgrown roots, weighing 15 to 20 lbs 
each. I have occasionally grown detached roots 
of this weight, and for stock feeding found them 
little better than white oak chips. In fact, neither 
my pigs, sheep nor cattle would touch them cut up 
raw and placed before them, so long as they could 
find anything else decent to eat ; while roots of a 
proper size they would devour them with avidity, 
and grow fat or give great messes of milk from 
them.

In our drier and American Beef in England.
I can give your correspondent no more authentic 

information respecting the importation of American 
beef into Liverpool, than he can gather from your 
columns. The process by which putrifaction is ar
rested is described in p. 237 of the current series. 
Your own report of its quality after dining upon 
“steaks and roast joint,” will be found in p. 249, 
and the market reports of last week state that “w è 
continue to receive American consignments of ex
cellent quality “American supplies continue 
about the same with regard to quantity, condition 
and demand. ” As regards the value of beef in New 
\ ork, or the charges of transmission, I can give no 
information ; as a consumer, and not a producer of 
meat, my anxiety as to the success of the experi
ment is at an end. The week ending Aug. 19 _
remarkable for great heat, the mean temperature 
exceeding the average for the same week by no less 
than 10 degrees, and we have no complaints of the 
condition of the foreign meat that appeared at the 
metropolitan market. Every obstacle appears to 
be renlOved, the home trade monopoly broken 
through, and meat from the Far West exhibited on 
the Newgate market shambles during the tropical 
heat of this summer as perfect in condition as meat 
sent up from Leicester or \ ork ; in fact in finer 
condition, ripened by having been slaughtered 14 
days—tender and ready for the table. This mar
vellous trfumph of art over nature bursts upon the 

by surprise. The rapid development of 
the trade is astonishing. The first trial 
rived at Liverpool at Christmas, and proved 
cessful that the flow of meat is checked only by the 
difficulty in preparing the holds of the vessels for 
the reception, and necessary engineering arrange
ments. It is impossible to measure the effect that 
this opening of the meat market will have upon 
British agriculture. It is beyond controversy that 
a large portion of the native meat exhibited on the 
butchers’ stalls is of inferior quality. The artifi
cially fed meat is disproportioned as regards the 
loan flesh and fat, owing to the injudicious use of 
oleaginous substances, greatly to its deterioration. 
Meat so prepared will not be able to compete with 
the beef from American grass-fed bullocks. The 
fine Aberdeen beef grazed upon the produce of the 
land with just the M'Combie “dip” will hold its 
own against all intruders ; but the oily beef will 
not be able to command a price beyond-its value in 
a free market. —English Agricultural Gazette.
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Three Classes of Horses.
Mr. W. R. Duncan, of Towanda, 111., in an ad

dress before the Indiana State Fair, thus describes 
three of the more important class of horses, other 
than those intended especially for draught :—

“The class of horse bred and known in this 
country as the roadster, is at present a very popular 
class. They are, for light draught or quick busi
ness on the road to a light vehicle, a horse of value ; 
but it becomes a serious question whether he is of 
such value to justify our agricultural secieties 
(such of them, at least, as are organized for a legi
timate purpose), to allow themselves and the entire 
community to be made horse jockeys of in order 
that their value to the sporting class may be deter
mined. If their popularity is based upon their 
value for a useful, practical purpose, then is it not 
proper that the farmer who breeds them should re
ceive the encouragement from the agricultural so
cieties of the country, rather than the jockey who 
trains them for the track ? This class of horse has 
been so bred that the blood of the thoroughbred 
race horse predominates in his veins, many of them 
containing crosses of the blood of the Canadian 
pacer, giving them knee action, as it is termed, 
enabling them to trot with speed and ease to them
selves, that being the preferable gait in harness.

“The class known as the saddle horse is being 
greatly and shamefully neglected by the breeders 
and agricultural societies of the country. If more 
of them were bred, there would be less use for 
buggies, and many of our ladies would enjoy better 
health, as no exercise conduces more to a lady’s 
health than a horseback ride in the open air. Ex
ercise on the back of a pleasant going horse is al
ways much to be enjoyed, and often the most con
venient way of doing business ; while the horse 
possessing the best saddle gait is often as well 
adapted to general use as any other.

■ “The general purpose horse, or that class pos
sessing more of the qualities for which the horse is 
valuable to the entire community, is the horse of 
the age, the class to which our agricultural societies 
should offer the most encouragement, for the rea
son that he is the horse of the poor man as well as 
the rich. That portion of our people that own not 
more than one or two horses, must use them for all 
purposes for which they use horses at all. Such is 
the case with many people in the country, and with 
a large majority of those in the city. For this 
reason the farmers should be encouraged to breed 
the very best.”

Sugar Beets for Milch Cows.
Are Sugar Beets good feed for Milch Cows ? In 

reply to this query a correspondent of the Rural 
New Yorker writes as follows

Just looking over the article in your issue of 
January 1st, under the head of “Diary of a Rural - 
ist,” 1 find that he complains of the shrinking of 
at least 50 per cent, in the quantity of his cow’s 
milk, from feeding her sugar beets ; and then asks, 
“Are they good feed for milch cows ?”

For myself, I will answer, unhesitatingly, yes, 
better to produce an abundant flow of rich milk 
than any roots I ever fed, except parsnips ; and 
especially far superior to turnips, being exactly the 

of his experiment in feeding. 1 am satis- 
' fied something else is to blame in this, other than 

the beets ; for whenever, for upwards of 30 years 
past, I have invariably cultivated the sugar beets 
and fed it largely to all sorts of my domestic ani
mals, with the exception of hard working horses, 
both raw and cooked, and have ever found it bene
ficial for them.

No longer ago than last November, our family 
cow began to shrink somewhat in her milk, when 
we were feeding hay with an additional mess night 
and morning of Indian meal and W'heat bran half 
and half, with a point of oil meal. I then directed 
most of this mill feed to be stopped, and in place of 
it, ordered a peck of sugar beets for the cow night 
and morning. On this change of food she began to 
increase her milk, and in a few days gave the same 
quantity that she had done previously when on 
pasture, and before being put up in the stable on 
hay and milk feed.

Sugar boots must necessarily be.superior feed to 
all domestic animals, and especially to such as are 
giving milk, for they abound in saccharine juice ; 
and to show their value for feeding purposes as well 
as for making sugar, I will refer to several analyses 
recently made of them in England, reported on 
pages 24 and 25 of the London Agricultural Ga
zette, of January 3rd. These give a trifle over 7 to
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I would suggest to “A Ruralist” to try sugar 
beet feeding again to his cow, but in so doing su
pervise the thing himself, and not trust it to any 
one else, as I have found that my man John, as 
well as Jack and Bill occasionally made mistakes 
in one way or another.—Cor. Rural New Yorker.

consumerSheep Husbandry. cargo ar- 
so suc-The Farmers’ Home Journal says:—“ In many 

parts of the Southern and Western States, sheep 
husbandry is an established fact ; but those who 
expect to make of the business a permanent and 
not a mere temporary success, must know no pause 
in their career, but on the contrary, it will be ne
cessary for them to continue steadily advancing. 
That there is much for even our leading sheep- 
breeders to learn, a moment’s reflection will show. 
It is not enough for a person to be practical at this 
calling, because the one who is only practical will 
necessarily remain in the old ruts and 
forward an inch. A progressive sheep husbandry 
calls for intelligent theorizing—not the wild ima
ginings of the dreamer, but the speculative aggres
siveness of the man of knowledge.

“ Sheep husbandry demands devotion, and in 
science and art devotion is genius, and it is difficult 
to see why it is not the same thing in any of the 
various other paths of duty. A person who is really 
and truly in love with his work, wfil hardly fail to 
do that work will ; on the other hand, when the 
head and heart do not fully co-operate, there is a 
serious jar, the forces of the individual are not con
centrated, and what is done is accomplished mecha
nically, but yet without the redeeming circum
stance of mechanical accuracy. In States where 
sheep husbandry is fast becoming firmly established, 
soon the relation of the sheep to a higher agricul
ture will make itself felt, and will surely give rise 
to very important results. And thus in the way 
here hinted at, the Cotswold and the Southdown 
will become great instructors. At first, when the 
farm is overrun with weeds, and the land is becom
ing poorer and poorer year by year, the sheep has
to be put forward as an implement of husbandry__
as a mowing machine ! After a time, when the 
sheep’s claims in this respect have been made good, 
and when in addition it has quietly and with small 
honor converted barren lands into fertile ones, it 
becomes necessary to advance to higher ground, 
for, as already intimated, there is no halting pi 
—the order is either backward or forward !”
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Horses and tlieir Drivers.
Very many years ago, I made up my mind that 

wlien there was a quarrel between a man and a 
horse, in nine cases ont of ten the man was in the 
wrong. Continued observation has only served to 
confirm this belief.

The radical error into which drivers fall, is, that 
the horse knows perfectly what is wanted of him, 
and will not do it. Then the driver proceeds to 
show that he is the master, and, in the vast majority 
of cases, the horse is punished without the slightest 
idea why lie is so treated.

For a horse to understand instantly what his 
driver desires, there must exist a pleasant feeling 
between them. The horse must feel a confidence 
in his driver, and with one driver a horse will show 
himself fearless of locomotives, and with another 
lie will dread them. One man will drive a horse 
fifteen miles with no more fatigue to the animal 
than another will produce in driving him ten.

Nothing tends more to cruelty to animals than 
does cowardice. The man who has a lurking fear 
of his beast, is the one who treats him the most 
harshly. The man who is afraid of no horses, is 
just the man who treats all kindly. He is pel - 
fectly aware that there is always danger with hor
ses ; but he also knows that this does not depend 
upon the horse, but mostly comes from some extra
neous source, the bad driving of others whom he 
meets on the road, or accident of some sort. He 
has a
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stiThe Kerry Cows as Milkers.

The Kerry cow is a remarkably grateful feeder, 
or, in other words, will live on the commonest and 
scantiest diet, and when her lot falls into pleasant 
places, will yield a bountiful lacteal return for the 
generous keep. Everywhere and under all circum
stances she has the reputation of being an excellent 
milker. “The average yield of milk produced by 
the Kerry cows belonging to a gentleman who has 
for many years paid great attention to his breeds,” 
says It. O. Pringle, in his review of Irish Agricul
ture, “is twelve quarts daily, and the average yeild 
of butter from six to seven pounds per week. Some 
of the cows have produced more, but the quantities 
stated have been above the average,” Pringle con
siders this to be a large yeild, considering the size 
of the animal and the small amount they 
A Kerry cow was known to have been kept for 
five years in a stable in Dublin, which had only two 
calves during the period, yet was scarcely ever dry, 
and kept up a full supply of milk for a large family.’ 
—London Live Stock Journal.
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friendly feeling towards his beast, as being a 
willing and useful servant and companion, ready to 
do his whole duty, and more than his duty. So 
there springs up a pleasant feeling on botli sides, 
the horse is encouraged and cheerful, and gets 
through his work easily and well. Such a driver 
gets vastly more from his horses than does a cruel 
one. They come in fresh, they feed and sleep well, 
and begin the next day’s work under favorable con
ditions. Age tells but slowly on them ; at fifteen 
and sixteen years, such horses still show speed and 
endurance, and are still gay and free goers, with 
years of usefulness before them, whereas the cruel 
man’s horse is used up long before this.

There should be kindness simply from kind feel
ing, but it does not the less certainly bring its ma" 
terial reward.—Our Dumb Animals.
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the question how to enrich their farms, but would 
find their farms enriched and their cows improved 
in condition also. I mentioned the fact of fiies 
eating sores on cows. In the fall of 1870 man 
cows were sore from shoulder to hoof, and, if 
mistake not, some died from the effects. Now, flies 
annoy the covys from 5 or 6 o’clock p. m. till 9 or 
10 o’clock at night ; hence if stabled at 6 o’clock, 
and the stable 'Well ventilated, they are free from 
their annoyance. And another saving, the boy or 
hired man and dog have not got to get up at four 
o’clock a. m. and begin their rounds to find the 
cows, some here, some there, some in thé woods, 
and some off in that other lot, till more than one 
half day’s work is gone, and fifty cents gone in the 
bargain for his worn.—Chautauqua Farmer.

The Dairy Cow.What is Pure Blood?
A writer in the English Agricultural Gazette says 

of dairy cows and their treatment, that, taking 
quantity and quality as the test of excellence, cows 
are most productive from their second to their fourth 
calf. The milk from old cows usually contains a 
greater percentage of water than that from cows in 
their prime. Old cows are held in light esteem 
for the purpose of the grazier, and when fat, the 
meat is of less value than that of younger cattle ; 
hence, on the score of economy, it is a bad practice 
to retain cows in the dairy much beyond their 
prime. All inferior milkers, and any who may have 
lost a quarter, we would at once draft out of the 
herd. Depend upon it, the milk trade will gradu
ally effect a great improvement in the cattle of this 
country. The quart-pot test daily lays bare all 
shortcomings and imperfections, and places them 
prominently before the notice of the farmer. W here 
practicable, cows drafted from the herd should be 
fattened off on the farm.

One important desideratum in the dairy economy 
of this country is an improvement of the farm build
ings. The practice of storing large quantities of 
hay in the sheds or shippons prevails to a large ex
tent. We cannot conceive anything more injurious 
to the health of cattle. We maintain that every 
animal requires a certain cubic area of free breath
ing space, in order that the ordinary functions of 
life may proceed unimpeded ; a free circulation of 
air and an even temperature are conducive to health.

Cows in milk are pasticularly susceptible to at- 
spheric changes, hence the cow-house should be 

warm, but well-ventilated. Low temperature re
duces the flow of milk, hence cows in full profit 
should never be turned into the pastures during the 
winter months ; gentle-exercise and a liberal supply 
of pure water is conducive to the health of all preg
nant animals ; we should therefore recommend that 
all in-calf have daily exercise, though not too many 
hours’ exposure during severe weather. No animal 
more readily resents harsh treatment than the cow.
This is practically demonstrated by the yield of milk 
that can be obtained by different individuals from 
the same animal. It is a curious fact that all ex
citement, whether arising from the stings of gad 
flies, hunting with dogs, or racing to the milking 
fold, considerably lessens the yield of milk. I have 
mentioned this to remind you that kind treatment 
is of pecuniary value.

Stabling Cows the Year Round.
The great question among farmers is how to de

rive the greatest amount of ppdTE from"that noble 
animal, the cow, which, ofJXl animals, is the most 
neglected for health and comfort. My remarks 
will be alike applicable to the village man with his 
one cow,, op-the farmer with his herd-of five, ten,or 
fifty. Is it beneficial fqr the cow, after slih is
milked at night, to turn her out in the field again t ap tpe mjlk would be to get more butter. There 
I say it is not ; for the reason that all she gets is are times when the milk sours before all the cream 
injurious to lier health, for all the poisonous atmos- paa nscI1 . ytit the milk must be nearly if not quite 
phere, called dew, that falls on the grass is taken as g00d from the same cow that is being fed the 
into the stomach, and then she has to lie down on [1amu f()0(i jn a warm morning as it is in a cool 
it and the cold "wet ground. The result is that mom;ng. But wo often get twice the amount of 
nine out of ten have the scours in the morning, and cn..UI( m the cool days that we do in the warm days, 

turned out the next night, and so through the an(1 tjlti quality is better. Take, for instance, a
season to take this poisonous stuff into their stomach, 8Ultry day of August, when the cream will hardly 
that should be left on the grass to make it grow, pay for the labor. Now take a good, cool day, when 
and the cow in the stable chewing her food that she tl|u mlpt wl|l yeihl a nice cream. Is it to be sup- 
lias eaten through the day ; then, in the morning, pose,i that there is that difference in the milk pro- 
she will be ready to commence her day’s work with qU(.tilf fvom the same cows on those days, when the 
a good appetite. But you fanners may s&y the coxw are fcd on the same pasture, that there was 

must eat nights, as in hot days she will lie in in the amount of butter made from their milk by 
the shade. If observation and experience are of skimming the cream only 1 My judgment is, that 
any value, they teach that cows stabled nights will ),y churning only the cream, the dash of the chum 
eat all day, and what they eat is then free from all lnuat injure the butter globules, and make the butter
poisonous dews and in its iqost perfect state for the 9aivy> a3 the friction is more directly applied to
stomach of the cow, who is ready when returned to them than would be the case if milk was mixed with 
the stable at night, after being milked, to lie down the cream. From observation, I believe too many 
and give a larger mess of milk, leave two or three ]nltter makers do not skim as deep or chum as much

Mr. Defay has discovered a preparation, by means hard,droppings tor ^"ablf aHs'tt ‘case ,,lilk “ 
of which saml-cracks or fractures m hoof.nr horn may being scattered a Qr left’ jn thc field to
be durably cemented up. Even pieces of mil can be when they bay t ^ am|oy them as The Slops.—How common is it for the kitchen
securely joined together by its means. The only !“** * L’' eat, the manure which is authorities in a farm-house to throw the slops upon
precaution necessary for its successful applicat o . y f M t() the 1st of November. the ground, just outside the kitchen door, and per
is the careful removal of all grease by spirits o sal- lostfrmnHm lrtof M»ytot ^ ^ thia h «within six feet of the well I have known of
ammonia, sulphide of carbon, or ether Mr De • y ' " h in ,,,^0 two good loads of manure, a boarding house epidemic of diarrhoea which
makes no secret of its composition, which is as tyl, time cacti Ç w win , on his could be traced to no other source than the con-
lows; Take one part of cbarscly-powdcrcV gum- worth to' any farmerJ"the city; and draw tamination of the well water by a shallow pool e
ammoniacum and two parts of gutta-percha, in .,v 1Î\ -, * '■? ” f s me and then it is not half sun-exposed, foul smelling slops. A cemented
pieces the size nf a hazel nut. Put them m a tm- > « b Tw enty loads of manure which you would cistern should be built about 7") or 100 feet from
lined vessel over a slow fire, and stir constantly- -as g ■ > stabling would make a fair the house, and at a distance from the well, and to
until thoroughly mixed. Before the thick resinous f ‘ ” £ ’p^-o acres fall wheat, or four acres this all the kitchen slops, vegetable waste, Ac.,

.Id, mold it into sticks like sealing-wax top-, rt.ssmb tor tw > a ( „aks should be conducted through a suitable pipe or con-
will keep for veal’s; ami when required meadow, worth 800. Horn mue a. » ^ From the cistern these matters may be fed

for use it is only necessary to cut off a sufficient gr,’'v, „ei,«rally would save their manure by ) to the pigs, or thrown upon the ground at a proper
quantity, and re-melt it immediately before appht.v y* woufil not have to discuss distance from the-house,
tion.—Eikiflbih Lice Stuck Journal

The following remarks were made by President 
Welch, of the Iowa Agricultural College, at the 
recent Short-horn Breeders’ Convention :

While coming here to-day, I was thinking of 
the important; subject—how long shall a thorough
bred animal be bred by crossing with a scrub 
before becoming pure blood ? The English rule is, 
to cross four times with the female and five times 
with the ,m ile. We take half-blood and cross with 
a pure-blood, and we have a quarter-blood, and at 
the fifth cross we will have an animal that has 
thirty?one parts pure blood to one part scrub— 
that is, if we compute the crosses airthmetiea ly ; 
but when we take into consideration the fact that 
the pure-blooded animal is prepotent over the 
scrub, then the animal has but a minute portion of 
scrub blood. When a pure-blooded Short-horn 
bull is crossed with a scrub cow, the result cannot 
be computed arthmetically, for the prepotence of 
the thoroughbred animal over the scrub contro.s, 
to a greater or less degree, the value of the pro
geny. The future beef and butter of the country 
depend on the value of crossing. I crossed a com
mon cow, a poor milker, with an Ayrshire bull, 
and the result was an Ayrshire calf, resembling his 
male parent, and with not one perceptible point in 
favor of its mother ; thus the scrub was almost lost. 
It is impossible to say that a certain number of 
croises will produce arithmetical results. The Short
horn bull is the most prepotent animal on earth, 
not particularly, but generally ; and for example 
we will take the seventeens. Suppose there have 
been nineteen crosses since the importation of 
1817 ; at the present time there would be one two- 
thousi ndth part of shrub blood in a straight 
teen (that is, if it was computed arithmetically) ; 
but when you take into consideration the pre
potence of the pure-blood over the scrub, you 
would have an animal as near perfection as it is 

are the excellencies of

Canadian Horses.
A report from Montreal speaks of the exporta

tion of a considerable number of Canadian horses 
for the English market. It should be understood, 
however, that most of these are from Ontario, a 
considerable number of them having been sont from 
the county of Oxford. Some doubt has been ex
pressed as to the question of profit as attending 
such operations. A contemporary appears to dis
pose of the question satisfactorily as follows : A 
good common roadster, of bone and substance 

ough to draw a four-wheeler, and six years old, 
is worth in England $350. Here he costs $150. 
Freight, forage and insurance against absolute loss 
mount up to $75 ; expenses here and there of man 
and beast to $25 ; and the venture nets $100 per 

A buyer who knows the class of animals 
wanted in England by the moneyed classes can do 

better. A long, short-legged, weight-carrying 
horse with safe action, and, to insure some speed, 
got by a thoroughbred sire, can be obtained in Ca
nada for half the price he is worth to a wealthy 
country gentleman in England. A hundred guineas 
is there no great sum to ask for such a prize, while 
fifty is the biggest figure he could sell for here. 
But the most important feature of the business is 
that the English market cannot bo possibly over
sold, while the Supply in Canada is illimitable. Op/ 
this account stock raisers will be safe in adopting 
a system that will not only be of profit tlHmcm 
personally, but will at the santé "tune add materially 
to the export trade of the Dominion.
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possible to get. Where 
the Short-horn, but his merit and power to trans
mit that excellence and merit to his progeny ? I 
recognize, also, the value of strains of families. 
The value of a strain is, that particular family pro
duces the best Short-horns. We often find that, 
by reversion, a very homely or inferior bull, if he 
be of good family, will breed back to some of his 
ancestors, and produce them. The principle that 
like begets like, seems to be the true doctrine. More Milk With the dream.

It is the practice with some butter makers, when 
skimming milk, to remove as little milk as may he 
practicable, while others prefer to take in bulk about 
as much milk as cream. C. L. Smith writes, in 
connection with other topics, that when the milk is 
put in the pans in a heated condition, and placed in 

room, perhaps many of the butter globules 
were exploded by the heat, and that they mingle 
with the milk like alcohol with water, but to churn

Hungarian Hay for Horses.
statements as to theThere are many conflicting 

effects of Hungarian hay on horses and utlioV ani
mals, and WË are inclined to believe that when it 
has seemed to prove hurtful it was too far advanced 
when cut, so that the seeds were developed. Cut, 
as timothy is by our best farmers, when.in bloom, 
and we question whether it would do any harm. A 
farmer of Western Now York, H. S. Dodge, com
municates his experience; .“I have sown Hungarian 
grass every season for the last four, and have never 
failed to raise tremendous crops. I can show posi
tively that 1 have raised five tons of cured hay to 
the measured acre, although the ground on which I. 
raised that quantity of hay had not been manured 
for years previous. I own a good many horses, and 
many of them I have, wintered euterely on Hunga
rian liay, from December to April, they not having 
had a mouthful of anything else, and in all the win
tering of horses thaï I ever did I never had-them 
do as well or look /letter in the spring than those 
fed on this hay. A. continue to sow Hungarian, and 
now consider i/thc most profitable grass crop that 
I can sow. yfiy farm is a flat, mucky soil, with a 
still clay subsoil, below the depth of the plow, 
think tins wholesale denunciation of so valuable a 
farm produce is not right. — Rural Home.
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Cement for Cracked Hoofs.
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Orchard and Garden.—No. 9. fruit— 
beariu

-plums and apples growing nicely, but not 
gjyet, though there were a few Transcendent 

crabs bearing. Small fruit seems to do well here, 
though, of course, I could not see them bearing, as 

Seeds of the barberry and blackthorn should be ^bey are all over. From Mr. Hall’s I walked along 
bruised and washed a little before sowing ; mixing îh® b^lks of the r.ivcr and saw the country, which 
with .and wile fadhtato the option , they can SfK SSCŸLTS

be sown in drills similar to turnips. The nuts of vegetable earth and a clay subsoil, which is the best 
the horse chestnut might be gathered now and 8od possible : there is not the slightest doubt that
sown in drills, covering with an inch or so of soil • immense crops. At night I stopped at
4-v.mr^r i j • ï i • », ,f a Mr. Morgan s, an old settler, and he told me thaïthey would require mulching after sown. Mountain he only once had a total loss of his crops, and that 
ash seed might be gathered and treated as directed, was from the gaasshoppers. Mr. M. is supposed to 
The time is coming, and not far distant, when *lave one °f the finest gardens in the Province, and
every effort will be necessary for the propagation i'v. ccrtamly has tlle pest one. I have seen from 

,, ,- . . " .. V 1 about three acres, he told me he made $1,400 last
and planting of trees, even for the ordinary pur- ; year. This year he expects to have 10,000 bushels 
poses of fencing and firewood, let alone what will i of roots to put in his cellars, and he expects to rea- 
lie required for building and manufacturing. ' b36 g°°d prices. I believe that Mr. Morgan’s

All tools and machinery will require collecting n6arly (,lou.ble a us,ual 0ntari°
1 ° ‘ 'op. 1 will give you a short general account of

the country. It may be called 
prairie, but it has some wooded country round the 
rivers and lakes. The best place now for emigrants 
to go is to the Pembina Mountains ; it is a fine 
country with both wood and prairie ; but I think 
that it will mostly be taken up next spring. Some 
people in Ontario think that this country is desti
tute ; but really there is more life here than in On
tario. I will write no more fpr'fîiis Tïîtisih’s paper, 
as I shall be intrudiiigp-btrlTif any Ontarn>farmers 
want to know anything about the country I shall 
be glad to tell them.i W. H. Disbrowe.

Sir,—About the marl: where I have applied it 
at the rate of two or, three hundred pounds to the 
acre, it did not appear to the eye to have derived 
any benefit from it ; but where I have put a couple 
of tons of it per acre it was quite visible, especially 
on potatoes, peas and clover.

This is my sixth year’s subscription, and I am 
not sorry for the money I gave for it, for 
I consider it is worth (your paper, the 
Advocate, I mean) many times the 
money I gave for it ; I am pretty sure 
that I have made some hundreds of dol- 
lars by the advices I got from it, and ex- 

^pect to make some more. In short, I con
sider you the best friend that I have.

C. S. Dir B.
Peiitanguishene, Sept. 26, 1876.
[Marl, as with other fertilizers, varies 

in strength in its constituent parts. That 
applied by you must be uncommonly rich 
in its constituents, or the quantity (a cou
ple of tons) would have little effect. An 
American writer says: “We often use the 

marl alone for potatoes, cabbage, &c., also as top
dressing for grass ; for this latter sometimes from 
15 to 20 tons to the acre.” The beneficial effects 
from an application of marl are not wholly imme
diate, but improves the fertility of soil for some 
years, in this respect resembling the effects of lime. 
Would Mr. dit 6. be kind enough to write again, 
stating the particulars of its application ?—Ed.]

and a bed of asparagus also. The procuring of a 
few plants of each costs but a trifle, and once in 
possession, can be indefinitely multiplied.
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HINTS Felt THE MONTH, BY H. OKTI.
Everything should be done before the winter sets 

in that will save time in the spring. Those who, 
having purchased trees this fall, unless their ground 
is very dry, or they make it so, would act wisely 
to heel their trees in a high sheltered' spot, or else 
bury them underneath the soil altogether ; still 
better it would be to put them in the cellar or 
root-house, loosening them out of the bundle and 
cover the roots over with dry earth, sand, or saw
dust. Fall planting is as successful as spring if 
only a little attention is paid to drainage and mulch
ing. We would advise all who have cellar-room 
and intend planting, to purchase in the fall ; they 
will in most cases» procure better stock, more true 
to name and less exposure in transit. Those who 
have already planted should be careful to stake and storing away ; oil thoroughly to prevent rust, 
immediately, and also to heap the sod a foot high and arrange things in proper order, 
round the tree, which will serve as a protection 1 
against mice, frost, &c. Give bearing trees a good 
mulching of well rotted manure, all kinds of fruits 
will be benefited by this operation.

a vast

Examine yoiir drains ; see that they are in a 
working condition.

tettspittfoita.Raspberries, currants and gooseberries should be 
well manured ; this can be easier done now than in 
spring, the ground being dry and firm.

Grapevines will require pruning according to 
the various systems practised by the growers, and 
left ready to be laid down when opportunity offers, 
and to be covered with earth ; we think this to be 
the simplest-and safest covering.

When pruning the vines a few shoots might be 
left at the base for the purpose of layering for 
young plants. This has been a favor
able season for ripening the grape, all 
varieties succeeding finely and ripening - - j;g 
in localities that have not been blessed ~
in grape culture for some time. Noth- /— 
ing like thorough efficient drainage iru-z 37! 
all seasons. f

Sir—I, left Winnipeg at 1 p. m. on the 23rd of 
September to make a short walking tour. For four 
miles out of Winnipeg, on the Portage La Prairie 
road, you find a very fine country, well settled by 
old settlers. About three miles from town there is 
a large brewery, where I stopped and talked to the 
brewer, who seems to think that there will be a 
good demand for barley when the season opens for 
brewing, which will be very shortly. A little fur
ther on is the farm of Hon. James Mackay, who, I

(
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This is a good time to make and plant 
cuttings of currants, gooseberries, wil
lows, poplars; in fact, the majority of 
stock propagated by this method. 1 Hav
ing trimmed your bushes, make tiie cut
tings of the new wood, it being best, 
from eight to ten inches long ; select a 
good, loamy, dry piece of soil, which manure 
and plow or dig deeply.
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believe, has between 2G0 and 300 acres under crop 
I am sorry to say be was not at home, so I could 
not see the place. From here I got a lift with a 
young Irishman who is going to settle up here. He 
has beeu up here a year now, and says that he likes 
the country very much. Thanking him when we 
got into the parish of Headingly, I got out and 
walked down between two farms td a gentleman’s 

(as shown in cut), then fill in and tread firmly, who I travelled from Ontario with. Not finding 
enveri^o and finishing up evenly and neatly. After him at home, 1 went on to a Mr. Hall’s, who I had

a letter of introduction to, who lives about one mile 
down he River Assinaboine, on which Headingly is 

with manure, or other substance, to prevent up- situated. When I got there he was out in the field 
heaval by frost. By following these few directions digging potatoes, so I thought I would go out there

and see him, and in that way I should be able to 
see what .sort of crop lie had. After showing him 
my letter of introduction, he very kindfy asked me | 
to stay the night with him, which I did very wil- ■
lingly. I must say I was surprised at the crop of Sir,—Haying read in your Farmer’ Advocate 
potatoes. I think that they would go about 400 to that a successful trial had been made in Scotland 
500 bushels per acre. I had no time before dark to to'-hoist stumps-out of the ground with dynamite, 
go over the rest of the farm, but Mr. Hall very wo' take the liberty to inquire of you if it could be 
kindly gave me the bejiefit of his experience during sent for) anyhow npich each cartridge would cost, 
the evening. He told me that tile wheat especially, as there is a-great»many pine stumps in this locality, 
and, all the grain somewhat, is damaged by'the very and would be anxious to give, it a trial. Please in
heavy rains that there were for'a week or two just sert] if possible,'in next, 
when the grain was ripe. AlUhe time through the' 
grasshopper plague Mr. Hall was lucky enough to j 
save a good deal of stuff. On the morning of the j
24th (Sunday) I went round the place, and saw j [In reply to Mr. A., we regret We cannot 
crops that were growing and also the grain which giye him the information or the quantity of dyna
is stacked. The wheat is not bright, Imt, all the ! niite used in the removal of stumps, or its cost, 
same, I think it will make a very fair tample of The experiments referred to in our last number 
flour. 1 went out to sec some timothy which Mr. were made in Scotland. Its value for removing 
Hall saved this year, and some of it was three feet f Btumps is denied by some, though as strongly as- 
high : I nc'vcr in my life, saw such a growth in one i serted by others ; among the latter is the Scien- 
year. The next thing that I went to see was the j tific American. We would wish much to see the 
garden. If anyone had told me that vegetables | experiment tried here, as experiments alone can 
could have been grown to such size 1 would not j decide the disputed question. A trial might at 
have believed them: parsnips 30 inches mujer the I first be made on a small scale. If what is claimed * 
ground, cabbages as big again as in Ontario, and all j f|,r it be true, it will be extremely beneficial to 

I other vegetablct in proportion. Then came the I farmers owning partially cleared farms.—En.]
i

Having got it 
■into AhtprlTt condition, draw a line and cut out_[a 
trench with the spade deep enough to receive the 
cutting so as to allow one or two buds to be exposed

Sir,—I have a good horse for sometime troubled 
with ringbone in the fore feet. Can you inform mo 
through your valuable paper of any cure for it ?

Pctrolia, Oct. 17, 1876. W. H.
[The only reliable cure is to have him fired and 

blistered.—J. I). O’Neil, V.S.]

your psipc is planted be careful to mulch the rows

you can grow any quantity of fine bushes fo^ your 
own planting, or can be disposed to good advantage.

ing go<
neighbBo careful to collect all the leaves and other litter 

to bo spread on beds and borders ; all hardy shrubs 
and flowering roots are benefited by mulching, 
which will prevent the frost from penetrating too 
deep.

Roses should lie cut to within a foot of this 
son’s growth and carefully covered. All trees and 
plants suffer as much or more from exposure to the 
sun than the frost ; of course it is the two extremes 
that makes the mischief ; anything that will shade 
stock will therefore be of value. In protecting 
roses care should be observed not to use any wet 
matter, or that which will retain moisture, as the - 
wood rots very easily, and moisture intensifies the 
frost; we have known a fine collection of hardy 
roses entirely ruined by wet and rotten mulching.

Rhubarb might be dug up and divided, if only a, 
few roots, and replanted in a rich piece ; not well 
ordered garden should be without a good patch,

good n 
man oi 
to sett 
and bi 
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survej 
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ham, i 
persor 
dress.

sea-

Fkederic Allem,\rd, Eden P. 0.
Bayham, Oct. 0th, 1876.
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sown the country would be a great deal richer in Crop Returns for 1876.—Hay crop was abun- 
wheat than it is at present. My Scott wheat dant. Fall Wheat very poor, from 10 to 15 bushels 
was twenty bushels and Treadwell eleven bushels per acre. Spring Wheat about two third crop or 
to the acre. I heard yesterday of a man, a few from 15 to 20 bushels per acre. Barley an average 
miles from here, having 15 acres of Fall Wheat, crop, good sample, small berry. Oats heavy crop 
He left 10 bushels at home and took the rest to but a great amount of smut. Peas the bestfor many 
market at one load. Another told me that he years. Root crop suffering for want of rain. Po- 
only had 30 bushels from 6 acres. Still people will tatoes are a 
sow the old seed, at least the great majority of The Way 
them. I suppose they are like the Dutchman that dirt back to the edge making the pit, say throe feet 
knew his was good seed having had it 20 years. wide and twelve feet long, drive a crotch or piece 
I have sown 2^ bushels of Clawson raised from the of board down, one in the centre Of the pit and one 
4 ounces you sent 2 years ago, when I got some at each end so the top of them will be about the 
Scott wheat from you. The Australian Oats is same heighth as the potatoes when the pit is fin- 
very good, but will not weigh so well as last year, ished. When you want to cover put a small rail 
I think people make a great mistake in sowing the or pole on the crotches along the top, then a short 
old seed so much, and not even trying to get a piece of board from the pole to the ground on each 
change. side at both ends and centre (rafter style) and then

John Parkinson. board on these like sheeting, then cover over the 
boards. The space between the potatoes and cov
ering is the safe-guard.

Land Plaster.—I tried an experiment in sowing 
Land Plaster this season. To four aereg of meadow 
I sowed two bushels of Plaster. I left a strip 
across the field in the centre about two rods wide 
which I did not sow any. When I cut my hay 
there was not more than half the amount of hay

Sir,—According to promise, I write you about 
the free grant lands, and things in general, in this 
(Algoma) district. On my arrival here I found 
great change in the appearance of things since I 
left last fall. There are twenty miles of track 
laid on the Canada Pacifiic RR., commencing at 
Fort William, north-westward, and running 
through the township of Oliver ; there are two 
engines and ten flat cars at work in laying the 
rails, and the road is now being graded from the 
Fort to Prince Arthur’s Landing, five and a half 
miles, and it is expected the cars will be running 
to Prince Arthur’s Landing this fall, which will 
secure the terminus to Prince Arthur. The stone 
round house and stone jail, court house and registry 
office, are progressing favorably towards comple
tion, and all other Government works seem to be 
progressing favorably ; but there is one item in 
the expense of carrying on the work in this section 
of country that could in a short time be greatly 
lessened if agriculturalists would properly pay at
tention to farming here, as the free grant lands are 
convenient, and really good The Government 
is paying about half a million of dollars an
nually for produce for the works, and as it all 
has to be brought here from below by the boats 
the freight add greatly to the cost of the same,
and as the 
railroad will 
be some five 
years yet in 
building to

a

good crop and excellent quality.
I Till Potatoes.—I scrape the loose

Teeswater, Oct. 4, 1876.
[We have never raised any oats like these you 

have sent. There are none like them raised in this 
part of Canada. We cannot say if they are supe
rior or inferior for general cultivation. If they 
continue to yield with you as will for another year 

shall be pleased to give further accounts of 
them.—Ed.]
we
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T/ Sir,—If it 

is not intrud
ing on you too 
much, and if 
you have the 
means of 
knowing,then 
would you 
kindly under
take to give 
me some in
formation res
pecting steam 
ploughs? Are 
they used at 
all in Canada, 
and if so, 
where? What 
(about) is the 
cost of them 
complete, or 
the separate 
articles that 
go to make up 
the complete
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acre
several cases 
been produc- 

The cli
mate is good, 
and at this 
last day of 
Sept, the late 
sowed
are in bloom, 
and the potato 
tops are quite
ereen I have spent a good deal of time, 
within the two last seasons in exploring and select
ing good free grant lands for friends in my own 
neighborhood, aud I am prepared to locate for a 
uoo^ many this fall and winter, 160 acres to any 
man or woman over eighteen years of age, subject 
, oetiipment duty, to clear 15 acres m five years,and budd a housey 16x20 on each lot of 160 acres 
I have procured maps, got up by the Government 
snrviver showing all the field notes. These lands 
are alf of ’ clay loam, lightly timbered. M y address 
wUl be until spring, Box 527, Toronto or at Mark
ham and I am willing to communicate with any 

’ who will enclose a stamp to the above ad-
L. Jones.

ed.

jp.peas
THE PROPERTY OF F. W. STONE, GUELPH.COTSWOLD SHEEP,

apparatus for ploughing? Also, where are 
they made? can they be used to advan
tage on a farm well cleared and free of stumps and 
and stones, except a few hard-heads ; or are they 
too expensive to make the use of them pay ? How 
much can be ploughed in a day with one of them . 
Any further information that you may deem neces- 
sary will be thankfully received.

G. F. Charles,
Wolfe Island, Ont.

Cotswold Sheep.
The above cut represents a flock of Cotswold 

Sheep, the property of F. W. Stone, of Morton 
Lodge Farm, Guelph. Mr. Stone has imported more 
Cotswold Sheep into Canada than any other im
porter. He now has a large flock from which 
Breeders can select different strains of blood to suit 
their requirements.

Sir —I think it due to you to report the merits 
of thé Oats called “White Australian, obtained 
from you two years since. This dry season it has 
yielded at the rate of 46 bushels an acre, while 
Tartarian Black oat has yielded only 30 bushels to 
the acre. The White is entirely free from rust, 
the other is not. The straw is at Wlamchcs 
longer, beautifully white and clean. The gram 
the8whiteis fuller and plumper than that of the 
black. Both sorts were put in the ground at t 
same time. The land for both is sandy, equally 
well manured and cultivated. The two kinds were 
nlanted side by side, therefore nothing can be 
plainer than the superiority of the White Austra
lian Wherever you obtained it you deserve credit 
for introducing it ^

Asylum for the Insane, London, Unt.

[We are not aware of any steam plough being 
used in Canada. There are a few used in the States : 
in England there are near two thousand in use. 
We were surprised that at the great Centennial 
Exhibition not one could be found. We believe 
they can be used to advantage on well-cleared farms, 
but do not think they would pay any individual 
farmer we have yet seen or farm we have been on, 
because the farms are too small, unless several far- 
mers would join together and procure one or one 
man travel with the machine, as they now do with 
a threshing machine. Messrs. Avdeny & Porter, 
of Rochester, England, are manufacturers of steam 
ploughs. There are many other manufacturers in 
England: we do not know which is the best, 
give more information about them m some future 
number.—Eu. J

person 
dress.

Sir —I enclose you a few oats and wish you to
teu’me if," =™, wh,th„ the,
L not I got one peck from Mr. J. H. Anarc, 
Bingham P. f)., Tioga County, New York America^. 
He claims that they are a new oat But however
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wet). The roots are neatly stacked in a triangular 
form, at an angle of about 40 degrees, and this is * 
added to for any convenient length.

As the work is carried on the stack is lightly 
covered with loose straw to keep out the frost, and 
the thatching should be carried on as soon as pos
sible. Our thatch for this crop consists of yealmed 
wheat straw from the threshing machine, or we may 
use a thatch that has been previously employed on 
the corn or hay ricks. We never stint in thatch, 
as when well applied we think it the best protec
tion to the mangold heap. Some of our farming 
friends prefer to cover over this crop with a plaster 
of clay; hut if this he efficient to keep out the wet, 
it will scarcely admit of ventilation from the heap. 
Thatch, on the contrary, keeps out wet, keeps out 
cold and keeps in warmth, allowing at the same 
time free ventilation from below. We have always 
trusted to the thatching alone for protection, and 
must say that we are never plagued with any extent 
of rotten roots. We feel convinced that, if stored 
and protected as we have indicated, this valuable 
crop may be preserved in the best possible condi
tion.—London Field.

Potatoes an Exhausting Crop.
Potatoes are by far the most exhausting crop 

ally sold off the farm. Turnips come next when 
they arc sold off. Grain crops remove a compara
tively small quantity of manurial constituents. 
These facts show the reason why, while wheat can 
he grown successfully year after year on suitable 
soil, without the return of any of the ash consti
tuents, the same cannot be done with either pota- 
toes-or turnips. While potatoes and turnips contain 
much nitrogen, a nitrogenous manure is scarcely 
required for their growth if the soil is in good can- 
dition. The fact that green crops are so far inde
pendent of nitrogenous matter in the soil is no 
doubt due to their having broad leaves to take the 
ammonia from the air, and keep spreading roots to 
gather what they require through a greater mass of 
soil. The same remark applies to the luguminous 
crops—beans, peas, vetches, clover, etc. During 
the growth of clover, for instance, nitrogen even 
accumulates in the soil. So, although luguminous 
crops contain much nitrogen, nitrogenous light

found in practice, not to he required. On 
the other hand, an application of phosphoric acid 
sulphuric acid and lime, which can cheaply he ap
plied as a mineral superphosphate, generally pro
duces a most marked effect.—Prof. Stf.wart in 
North British Agriculturist.

usu
Feeding Value of Oats, Beans, Maize 

and Bran.
knows that sound oats andEvery good groom 

beans in due proportion, and at least a year old, 
are the very best food for a galloping horse ; the 
only food on which it is possible to get the very 
best condition out of a race horse or a hunter. It 

also recently become known that horses do 
indeed too fat, on maize,has

IndiancOTn,1'‘winch is frequently one-third cheaper 
than the best oats. In the East, horses are fed on 
barley, and it is a popular idea with English officers 
who have lived in Persia and Syria, that the change 
of food from barley to oats often, when imported 
produces blindness in Arab horses. Now, although 
no men understand better or so well how to get 
blood horses into galloping condition as English 
grooms, they do not, and few of their masters do 
know the reason why oats and beans are the best 
food for putting muscular flesh on a horse, 
agricultural chemist steps ill here, makes the mat
ter very plain, and shows that if you want pace, 
Indian corn, although nominally cheaper, is not 
cheap at all. According to Dr. Voelckers and 
other chemists’ analysis we find, m round numbers, 
in oats, beans, barley, and maize, the following 
stitueuts

ma
nures are

The

Yard Manure.
Every farmer has the materials on his own farm 

to enrich it. How shall he apply them t How 
make his compost heaps ? I answer, with his yard 
manure, and the soil mixed with it ; and in the 
room of ashes or lime to make it decompose, give 
me hogs’ noses.
chemical or mineral agents, but for 
hogs. Yes, keep hogs. Keep them in your manure 
cellars, and throw in your coarse materials ; their 
noses will sooner decompose a sod than all the 
trnms of the chemist. Hogs will work better than 
Irishmen, whose trade it is to spade and toss up 
the earth. Hogs will work seven days in the week, 
while you must be pretty lucky to find a human 
laborer who will serve you faithfully through six. 
If a farmer has a dozen head of cattle he may make 
50 cords or 200 loads of excellent manure every 
year. From, say the first of duly to September, 
he must occasionally haul in other materials. Per
sons living near the city may buy manures, but 
those living some 10 ml es away cannot afford to 
haul it to their farms. I, for one, would not want 
to haul it, for I make just as good for less than half 
what it Would cost me in Boston. Some farmers 
with 40 head of cattle, 1 am sorry to say, make less 
manure than others with but seven head. But I 
could not advise any of my friends to follow the 
example of the farmer with the 40 head. My ad
vice to all is, keep cattle ; make your hogs work— 
no labor is cheaper than hog labor, and none brings 
a better return.—Massachusetts Ploughman.

eon- Ilarvesting Mangold Wnrzels.
Oats. Beans. Barley. Maize. 
14.3 14.5 14.3 14.4

The harvesting and storing of mangold wnrzels 
is among the most important of farm operations. 
When a crop shows signs of flagging leaves, either 
from lack of nourishment or» from the attack of 
fungi, or both, it is as well to put them together as 

may he convenient ; but with regard to 
those which are still vigorous when frost begins, it 
will be well to watch the glass and other w-cather 
signs, as a few degrees of frost for one or two 
nights will not greatly injure the crop; and indeed 

have harvested mangold as late as November, 
which had been visited by frosts so severe as to

If man-

Writors may talk about their 
me give meWater..............................

Nitrogenous or muscle-
producing compounds 12.0 

Starch and other lion- 
nitrogenous heat and 
fat producing
pounds........... ..............

Oil, as ready-made fat. 
Indigestible woody fibre 
Mineral matter (ash).

9.5 10.525.5
lios-

soon as
coin-

. 54.4 43.0 64.1
8.0 2.0 2.5

10.3 11.5 7.0
3.0 3.5 2.6 we

Total....................... 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
It was a common saying in Leicestershire, before 

deep draining, clean-cut fences, increased sheep 
feeding, had improved agriculture at the expense 
of fox hunting, after one of , those fivc-and-forty 
minute runs at best pace that are now so rare 
“ it found out the horse that ate old beans and 
best oats. ” In fact, they made experiments they
did not understand, which it was left for the modern
chemist to explain. ,

When we feed a bullock, a sheep, or a pig tor 
sale after it has passed the store stage we want to 
make it fat as quickly and as cheaply as possible ; 
but with a horse for work the object is, give lum 

' muscle—in common language, hard flesh There 
•ire times when it is profitable to make a horse tat, 

for instance, when he is going up for sale, after 
a severe hunting season. For this purpose an ad
dition of about a pound and a half of oil-cake to 
his ordinary food has a good effect. It is especially 
useful when a horse that has been closely clipped 
or singed is in low condition It helps on the 
change to the new coat by making hnn tat. A 
horse in low condition changes his coat very slowly. 
Now oil-cake is composed of

Moisture....................................

Nitrogenous compounds.....
Mucilage and digestible fibre
Woody fibre..............................

—Murerai matter (ash).... r...

considerable alarm for its safety, 
golds be harvested in dry days, succeeded by frosty 
nights, we make a point of commencing to pull un
til all frost has been removed from the plants, and 
then not to take up more than what can be con
veniently carried before night sets in, as the leaving 
of roots exposed flat on the ground oil a frosty 
night may cause premature rottenness. If, how
ever, they cannot he carried, it will be well to pro
tect them by spreading the leaves over the roots, 
either as they lie in rows or in gathered-up heaps.

Our mode of harvesting is to pull them up and 
place in ranks wide enough apart to allow of the 
passage of a horse and cart between the ranks, and 
as they all lie side by side the leaves are cut off 
with a short hook, or a broken hook does well for 
the purpose. Here, however, great caution should 
be used. The work people always cut them too 
close; in fact, they too often cut off the leaves in 

bunch, thus taking with them a portion of the 
We therefore watch this part of the work 

witli great care, and give directions that nearly all 
the life-stock (petiole) be left on; and, indeed, we 

ot particular as to leaving whole leaves here 
and there, as when the roots arc caved the leaves 

dry up and act as a convenient packing to the

cause

Lime for Weevil.
as

A correspondent of the Countnj GdMleman writes 
as follows :

Some years ago, hearing complaint of weevil in 
wheat about the close of harvest when I was ricking 
my wheat, I got fresli slaked lime and throw it 
the rick in building it, laying two courses of sheaves, 
then lime sufficient to whiten the stack. There 
was no weevil in my wheat. A neighbor who 
threshed his wheat from the shock came to me a 
few days after and said he should lose his wheat, 
for it was alive with weevil. I told him to throw 
lime over it, and shovel it through his wheat, which 
he did. Two days after there was not a weevil to 
be seen in it.

Our farmers will do well to remember the above
it should bo

one 
crowns.

over

are n
___ 12.00
...... 11.50
. ... 29.70 
. . . . 27.80 
___ 12.00

soon
roots.

We find, too, that dirt on the roots soon dries up, 
so that we are not over-particular to shake all this 
off before storing; at the same time we confess to a 
preference for yellow intermediate mangold, 
count of its very smooth outline and few rootlets,
because it can be pulled with half the labor of the and try it. As a precautionary means 
coarser sorts, and will come up so free from dirt tried in every stack, and can as well be tried in the 
that the knocking together to shake off the dirt cleaned wheat. An intelligent gentleman has m- 
on pulling up is rendered unnecessary. This should formed us that twenty-five years ago, when the 
be avoided, as it is apt to bruise the skin and so do brewers in New York had large quantities of barley 
mischief; and when these arc used they scarcely on hand, they found that the grain put up in large 
require cleaning at all, or, if so, it will be of the bins was almost safe from the weevil ; the little 
very slightest kind. In stacking, the first point creatures worked a little in the top of the bins, but 
for consideration will be a convenient site for the did not extend down much ; besides a dust accu- 
ready utilization of the crop. This fixed upon, we mulated where they worked and destroyed them m 
choose the least exposed position; if in the field, a few' days, 
the leeward side—“ in the lew ”—is chosen; if in
a yard, out of the way of cutting winds. Any- The largest farm in England consists of 3,000 
how, too near a public road should be avoided, as acres, and belongs to a man named Samuel Jones.^

some carter In its cultivation he follows the “four course 
yance — they are so system, the whole extent of the farm being divided 

into four great crops : 750 acres to wheat ; 750 to 
We usually place a few roots near the stable ex- barley and oats ; 750 to seeds, beans, peas, etc. , 

pressly for the horses, and when we have decided 750 to roots. His live stock is valued as follows . 
upon all the conflicting points of position, a cave is Sheep, $35,000 ; horses, §15.000; bullocks, § .-> 
commenced—that is, a heap which we make about 000 ; pigs, §2,500. The oil-cake and corn pure 'as 
four feet at the base, on the bare ground (we do ed arnnually amount to §20,000, and artificial er- 
not like pitting, as the bottom of pits may become tilizers about §8,000.

7.00 on ac-
..........................100.00

When from any cause there is difficulty in get- 
tin" a supply of the best oats, an excellent mixture 
may be made of crushed maize and beans in the 
proportion of two-tliirds of maize and one of beans, 
which exactly afford the proportions of flesh-form
ing and fat-forming food.

Bran is a very valuable food m a 
during the inflammatory effect of oats and beans. 
Made into finishes, it has a cooling and laxative ef
fect, but used in excess, especially m a dry state 
it is apt to form stony secretions in the bowels ot 
the horse. Stones produced from the 
of bran have been taken out of horses aftei death 
weighing many pounds. V lien sawn through they 
appear to be composed of a hard crystalline mass, 
deposited in regular annular rings, resembling m 
appearance the concentric yearly rings of wood; 
they prove to be composed of phosphate of mag 
liesia and ammonia. Millets’ horses are partmu ar v 
subject to this malady. 4 lie best way to gum l 
against it is to add half a pint to a pint of linseed, 
boiled until quite soft, to the mash of each horse. 
—English Lire Stock Journal.

Total
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excessive use

they are liable to be st 
or other person with a 
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IHome-Made Manure.Deep Soil. ! phere, character of land, and want of drainage.
Among the peculiar features of the exhibit of Lands which are now annually producing poor 
Aiuimg wi p , crops of wheat and corn, can be made to nearlyIowa at the Centennial, is a sample ol her soils. ____v.„---------------- .W»

She has long glass cylinders over a foot in width 
and many feet in length, and in this is placed earth, 
just as it exists. On the top is the black soil,then 
the subsoil, and soon deep down to “hard pan,” merg
SKjarS to” eheoi“di““ih. Now, W, „pp«» if p.,pl, , in M ________
rich black soil and is very attractive to the visitors. sho“ld attempt to wear linen coats dl™| ® lieve as our needs become greater, the supply will 
tHaZ a aHss ni Hr for each county, and the soil winter, they would freeze also What we mean to be brought t() light Already we derive inunense 
nf pack coimtv fust as it is is represented each by ®ay 1S> ^at no gr.iss field should be pastured bare I qUald;itle8 0f potash from Germany, and of potash 
.. ]f ThprJ’is no doubt it is one of the very best 1 plte m t!ie season. The practice indulged m of and the phosphates from the kyauite of Canada, 
ltaf/- i/of «hnwb?Aow deen is the soil of Iowa, grazing land bare to the roots of the grass 18 the while the fossil bones of fishes of thousands of 
mefh°d® ?L^3lhaveatleitit8dueweight to chief caU8e ° lta f/e?zlnS «“*■ A reasonable after- from the swamps of Carolina, are yielding
and that the fact w 11 have iwe,g“ math should be left for winter protection, and there ^ rfch’ treasure for the fertilization of the fields

BuVSterall we^ „Üt remembm that it is not would be little of this freezing out heard again.- of the whole world. But all these products have 
, u , -, .. . jf- to make !?ood farm land. Awrai World. • their specialties ; there is not one universal manure,

alone deep s hundred feet deep it is . ~7—7~ . but one which really costs nothing and is good for
Though r‘chtl; a;:knsr0' ll* f o auvma.erîal vflue Experiments in Farming. all crops . that is derived from the barnyard,-the
only the first foot or so that u.of.any ma-enal lvalue ^ ^ ^ gayfJ . A large hellholVse alul the pigsty.
to a good crop. i3”™_ , ? and in time they class of farmers at the present time apply the ma- A farmer may go on from year to year raising
feeding roots are n a , ’ the lower strata nure in the spring, do a good shat e of their plowing large crops and selling them, and then buying Ins
will exhaust the soil, and "“jess the lowerjtrata in the ^ when the team is the least able to matmres from the product of the rocks, the fossil

brought to the su , , ^ the case endure the hardship, and it is really harder plow- bones of antediluvian fishes, or the medicated bones
crops will be poor. This has been in at that season than any other. Now 1 of the cattle which feed our cities, and he will
in Ohio. Here was p, ..carter’of a century it have become satisfied beyond a doubt that the reaUy be growing poorer every day, though he may
one could wish, but 1 . .^ ^ t ti to plow and apply manure is in the be putting money in his pocket. But if lie keeps
gave out and many a wheat held hi^ealaul as sJn as may Rafter haying, and as catile amf saves their manure he is every day mid-
down again to grass, and cattle 800n as the middle of October. I commenced to jng to his own wealth and to the value of his land,
land which was once the gram-ra p . draw the manure as soon as the first of September, ft is the old story of raising at home instead of
subsod might be brought up to the to^ but thaUs draw ^ mvanably> from the cart, and all buying from abroad; keeping. cattle and savmg
too expensive. No way is likei the old y * the better if harrowed in the same day, as I be- farmyard manure is manufacturing your own ferti-
things, and no way of keeping up the temrny o ,• that manure loses its strength by evapoia- iizer instead of buying it. The amount of gram 
the soil is like the old way of feec ing y Land thus prepared will not only help to I necessary to keep the cattle would not buy half as
with manure. Soil may be as deep ^^Atern facilitate the work in the spring, but will give much nor half so valuable a manure. then the
and laughter may be bestowed upon better crops than by any other way I have tried, pasturage and the return to the soil by that means,
journals and eastern farmers who ta k j haye handled from 100 to 150 loads of manure while in the end the cattle more than pay for all
nuring, but the richest western soils ar® e . P" th last Mareh and put it in large heaps to lay till they eat and arc constantly yielding revenue and
tion, and the time will be when these ^eP Iowa the ^ “ °r of May, and havethen applied it f0J for the family, 
soils, as represented in these Centennial glass co the middle or i j. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Qn
lections, will have to be annually manured in the fall’direct from my barn cellar than four 1 Turning 111 Clover.

ssæxscrsxsitessrrüïfuRp;ftts 
rHtafassis« Kindis: i..dT,;.««s <£

rrichl and a^btl JoT t dues ^hann whatever and on the grass land to be spread the next sprung ™d sowee one^c i ^ ^ ^ about
Centennial Exhibition “ ^ ^ n Bu Where the heaps lay the so,l is too rich, and K sown £ j , ,iul(1 waa fini„hed. Tho
an< ’1; Z7e ZtC l fearm^ we must® point out to gram it all lodges, the straw u."over was in hi,‘mom. In August I harrowed it 
in the name of g f riculture it is of and the gram d, es not fill. If potatoes thoroughly, and sowed to rye. I had an excellent
that for permanent a g have nn virgin soll, crop, one will have a good growth of vines a cr0 ,/rye> an(1 )iavo never failed to get a good
little account. I he -, g , £ b ; legion of small potatoes. If grass land, the gras field since, except in a small corner,
no black, deep but by .,u ^ ^ ]ay all lulled out, and in return b°“ “eto"e‘to„y to turn the clover under a’t
dicious and cheai g J ? noxious weeds come in. In building barns y time All the crops since have showed the
crops of which jands of Iowa D make a mistake by not having more ro .n m the <>f that dovcr an(l plaster. The stones on
proud. Germanto .1 P manure cellar. It should be at least nine feetih g tbti whole field have since been removed, and, with

—ten is better—with trough shape at the botto otherS) form a handsome fence on tho four sides of
and cemented so as to preclude the poss >‘l ty j th fjel.l, and I can now hoc, mow, or pasture at 
losing the best of the manure 1 he stable should >
be l(i feet wide, so as to drive in with muck or pleasure, 
other absorbents, and there should be a space back 
of the trench, three feet wide, (a bin nke) ami 
three or three and a half feet high, for storing 
absorbents. With such a stable where the cows 
are kept in nights the year round, and the manure 
applied in the fall, instead of having a farm tun
ning down, it would make one smile to see the in- 
crease in the crops. Who says my way is not a | rock, 
good one * r

.
■i a triangular 

i, and this is * believe it is a safeIn searching for manures we 
lan, in that as in many other things, to follow the 

nature. Nature draws her supplies of 
fertilizing material . from decomposing rocks and 
falling leaves, and while we have not yet learned

we are

double their production by running them to clover, Jbc^te8 0f 
and at the same time the clover itself may be made 
a valuable crop.

One other consideration regarding clover. Far- I {^“extract thé poLh* from the'granite, yet 
mers frequently say thatmtheir sections of country | alreaily drawing large supplies from mmerals richer

“ And we be-
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Clover and Wheat.
Time and again, says the Indiana Farmer, it has 

been shown that wheat is almost certain to be 
a good crop upon land previously run to clover. 
Equally often has it been shown, by actual trial, 
also that clover can be made a profitable crop to 
the farmei When wo consider that these two facts 
i ' is it not a little singular that far-

in wheat

J

The Best Farmer.
Farming is the changing of material (manure) 

into grass and grain, and thence into polk, beef, 
wool, etc. When the land is purchased, it is this 

material (fertility) that is paid for ; that alone 
The rest is mere sand, or clay, or 

The object of the farmer, then, should be 
to secure" his material as cheap as he can and use as 
much as he can, always keeping his machine, the 

Alfalfa or Lucero. 1 farm, in good working order, mellow, well drained
, ,, , ,, ., P„„;pmmvg was trails- and clean. Instead of this, we.are too apt to abuseAlfalfa, the elAdre,! the machine. The object of the farmer, then,

planted into Greece from P } ,.resent it is must always be manure, fertility how he can get
years before the Ghrwtuu. era. At J™* «dis ^ and work it best into
largely cultivated m Engla , n ^ ^ gnu|1] graaS) ctc., and thence into other products,
parts of Europe and ¥l'es. b , d' uitc. extern such as are of most advantage to him The best 
forage plant. It is being u ( ‘ t Ca. farmer is he who raises the best and largest crops
sively into our own country and though as yet H,nallest surface of land at the least expense,
lifornia is far ahead in its ^ a,.d at the same time annually improves his s,sl ;
will, we take it, be a I)r ^u perhaps even who understands his business and attends to it ;
where the winter is not too seve .1 whose manure heap ih very large and always in-

* more noticeable than its^rapid ^n‘ith tan(llong creasing ; whose corn crib and smoke house are at 
is its hardiness and ability t ^ ( home; who is surrounded by all the necessaries and
dry seasons, and to remal“ 0 ^,e pampas comforts of life ; «dm studies his profession, and
nearly everything else succuml s. ^ VtSlier to strives to reach perfection in it ; who keeps a strict
of South America it thrives, aii I P .f,r ^ account of his outgoes as well as hm incomes, and
enjoy the drouth than etherwi . , ^ tbe I wbo knows ho^- he stands at thé efld of each sea-
withstand great heat ami 'h>“e Jee j llown son. Such a farmer, in nine times out of ten, will 
long, searching roots which are incessible succeed, and not only make farming a pleasant but
into the soil to find the moisture that is macctss, | ^ ^ iatioI).
to other less energetic vegetation. 1

mersTwil^persist in taking their chances 
crops in land not naturally fitted for wheat . 
after year this. » doneonjand ^ Possessing he 
elements required to produce wheat, out wmui 
would produce clover, which in turn, while makiqg 

profitable crop, would put the soil m precise con
dition for a wheat crop. Why not observe these 
plain facts, and thus become more successful ?
1 Dr Weisk, of Germany, has shown by actual and 
repeated experiments the true value of clover as a 
preparatory crop on wheat land, and, indeed, fo 
corn and other crops requiring similar elements of 

It was shown that a single acre of clover left 
enough nitrogen in the soil to produce lib bushels 
of wheat; phosphoric acid for 114 bushels and pot
ash enough for 78 bushels. These are the active 
and essential elements of soils for producing wheat. 
We urge again that it is both a useless waste of time 
and labor to plod along without method or infor
mation, or what is still worse, without disposition 
to yield to what is known on this subject m the 
production of wheat. If ever the production of 
wheat is increased, these well known ami well 
tested facts must he ..observed. It may be true, 
and is, that there are sometimes failures in «heat 
crops even in land so prepared But these are 
clearly traceable to conditions of climate and atmos-
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each one invest a few dollars in a good sire animal 
who does not already, instead of allowing the cows 
to run with the runt of tne road, and mark the ef
fects. The animals exhibited were a fair lot, there 

good animals and some very inferior. 
The kinds exhibited wore Durhams, Devons, Ayr- 
shires, Aldemeys, and grades ; a good number of 
each, except Aldemeys.

Horses were, I think, rather below the mark. 
There wore very few, if any, really good heavy 
horses, and not a great many first-class roadsters, 
and a less quantity of blood. Dr. J. T. Jinkins, of 
Charlottetown, I*. E., had a tine trotting stallion 
here which was on its way home from Philadelphia, 
and I believe the only one exhibited there from the 
Canadas.

Sheep, as a flock, were very inferior, and I would 
like to see a little more enterprise in the improve
ment of so tine an animal for our country.

Pigs.—There were quite a number exhibited, 3 
or 4 very good pens of improved Borkshires, and a 
lot of Chester Whites, nothing remarkably striking; 
no other kinds on exhibition.

Poultry.—A poor show of poultry, taking it alto
gether ; only a few good coops.

Fruit, Roots and Vegetables.—The display is very 
creditable. As tine a show of apples as you would 
see ; each County computing against the other, 
eack having a space occupied and a large placard 
above. Other fruits were not as good, being little 
shown. No Peaches, poor Pears, and a small dis
play of Grapes, although some good bunches. Boots 
and Vegetables were shown in great quantities, es
pecially potatoes, and some excellent samples they 
were. Turnips, Carrots, Mangles, &c., all very 
good, each having a largo space occupied. If it were 
so arranged to have such things as Potatoes, Turnips, 
or anything of such nature put in boxes 
baskets of the same sine and arranged in rows, how 
much better it would look than as now, each man 
finding his own ; some an old bag, some old dirty 
boxes arranged in no uniformity, and not showing 
off to any advantage whatever ; nevertheless, the 
show in this department was good.

Lad es' Department,—In rag and yarn mats, 
Nova Scotia ladies excel, for the large number 
exhibition shows considerable industry and taste in 
paterns.a display that would hold a good place any
where; and the ladies deserve credit in this depart
ment. But needle work, such as tatting and other 
fancy work, 1 have not seen in Nova Scotia parti
cularly ; at any rate I have never been at an exhi
bition where so little of such was on exhibition. 
Scarcely any of such fancy work at all. Probably 
there were no prizes given; I do not know, but some
thing was wrong. The exhibition closed on the 
14th, proving financially a success. I believe people 
were all satisfied with what they had seen. There 
was an agricultural meeting or discussion held dur
ing the week, I am told, to discuss the advantages of 
improving stock or disadvantages.

Truro, N.S., Oct. 12, 1870.

while small villages here and there dot every few 
miles. The soil is principally a clay loam, _ or 
sandy clay, easily cultivated, and very prolific ; 
timothy grows to the height of six or eight 
while roots of all kinds give a proportionate yield : 
seventy bushels of potatoes have been grown from 

bushel of seed. On the whole, the land will

Canadian Agricultural Potts.
feet,Ontario.

MUSKOKA.

A writer in the Stratford Herald, in “camping 
out in Muskoka,” gives some pleasant descriptions 
of the natural beauty of that section of country. 
Of the vicinity of Bracebridge lie says “its situation 
is highly picturesque and bemg built on a comman
ding site and the land pretty well cleared, a regular 
panorama unfolds itself to the view. Deep valleys 
and mountain gorges, one the haunt of bears and 
wolves, and forest-clad hills glowing in their ver
dant beauty, surround the village like a vast amphi
theatre. Here and there seme gigantic lord of the 
forest rears his stately head, its majestic form 
sharply outlined against the light blue sky ; iso
lated groups of beech and maple dot the landscape 
in different directions, while groves of young forest 
trees crown the irregular surface of the surrounding 
hills.” Rather rough ground this for the plow and 
cultivator, though the excellence of the soil is clearly 
shown by the heavy birch and maple. But all is 
not broken ground. The writer proceeds in his 
journey : “The mighty forest still holds its own, 
and will do so till the gleaming axe of the settler 
grapples with it. The rich deposit of leaves lying 
for untold years, and pulverized matter of all kinds 
that once blossomed and then withered, with no one 
to see them, will be upturned by the plough, and the 
immense waste of brushwood and rotten trunks will 
give place to gay meadows and green fields. We 
passed some magnificent ferns five or six feet at 
least in height, and the wild flowers and flora of all 
kinds would bring joy to the heart of an enthusi
astic botanist. Jasmine and primrose, myrtle 
and sweet brier and the wild rose bud and bloom, 
and waste their sweetness on the desert air,and die 

they lived in loveliness and obscurity.
Well may Canadians who own such a territory, 

giving such evidences of its natural wealth 
its roughest section, anticipate a great future for 
the Dominion.

At the Agricultural Show held at Appin, 34 dis
tinct varieties of grapes were exhibited, grown in 
the open field at the Ekfrid Vineyards. So favor
able a season for this fruit has not been since 1870 ; 
the summer heat having been great, and the absence 
of severe frosts this fall, allowing even the Cat
awba, one of the latest, to mature. Specimens of 
this grape were shown almost fully ripe.

Last week Mr. Whaley, of Stratford, and Wm. 
McClain, of Goderich, shipped to the Albany and 
New York markets 24 car loads of sheep and lambs

were some

one
favourably compare with the northern part of 
Hal ton and Peel and the ridges of York. The 
major part of the land is free grant, while the 
balance is sold at twenty cents per acre ; and each 
adult, male or female, may obtain 160 acres of 
Free Grant 320 of Jthe latter ; and after the

for a Grown Patent, 
laws relating to said

lapse of five years may apply 
which will be granted if the 
Free Grant Lands have been complied with, viz : to 
have cleared and under cultivation Jifteen acres, a 
house erected 16 x 20. Hay averages $20 per 
ton ; oats 50 cents per bushel ; corn $1 ; barley,$l ; 
peas $1 ; so that the demand is always and will be 
rood. Prospects are bright to those who have a 
ot here.

Quebec.
AN EXTENSIVE MODEL FARM.

A correspondent of Le Journal furnishes some 
interesting details with respect to the largest of 
the eight model farms of the Quebec Seminary in 
the neighboring parish of St. Joachim. This farm 
covers some 800 acres under cultivation, and from 
these are annually raised about 1,200 bushles of 
wheat, 30,000 to 40,000 bundles of hay, not includ
ing beach fodder, besides supporting a very large 
stock of the best horned cattle, in which are com
prised some 54 milch cows, from whose products 
from 6,000 to 7,000 lbs. of butter are annually 
obtained, in addition to the quantity of their milk 
used in the maintenance of their calves. All the 
latest improvements in the way of agricultural im
plements are to be found on the property, and 
every facility that can be devised to expedite and 
accommodate human labor in the tillage and gene
ral and harmonious operation of the farm is said to 
be provided.—Quebec Chronicle.

The report of the Fall Show of the Sherbrooke 
Agricultural Society came to hand too late for no
tice in our October number. The exhibition was 
held on the grounds adjoining the railway depot. 
It was very successful, superior to any preceding 
year, and the number of people present was greater 
than on former occasions. The show of horses was 
large, and of the saddle horses especially some re
ceived high commendation. There were some very 
good cows exhibited, and the display of horses was 
fully equal. Of sheep, the show was considered 
superior to those of former years. Swine was fully 
an average. The quality of the produce of farm 
and dairy were worthy of that prosperous country, 
the Eastern Township, while the show of agricul
tural implements bore indisputable witness to the 
improvement of agriculture.
SHERBROOKE CANADIAN MEAT AND PRODUCE COM- 

r AN V.
l.e National says: “This industrial enterprise is 

a thing unique in America. You stand and see 
brought into the slaughter-house a live animal, an 
ox or a sheep, and in the space of a few hours its 
meat will be found prepared, seasoned and cooked 
in tin cans, which are made at the same time with 
astonishing rapidity by means of a set of machines 
run by steam-power. What, perhaps, is the most 
astonishing, is the complete absence of any offensive 
odour in such an establishment, and also in that 
part occupied as the slaughter-house perfect neat
ness reigns throughout.”

or wire

as

even in

on

I

—4,560 head—costing $24,450. Six loads 
shipped direct from Canada, and the others 
bought at Buffalo and Suspension Bridge from 
other Canadian shippers.

The Goderich grain market has been very lively 1 
during the past week, and the receipts of grain have I 
been pretty large. About 4,500 bushels of wheat 
were received at the Harbour Mills during last 
week. Shipments have been made as rapidly as 
the scarcity of cars and the bad weather admitted. 
Wm. Seymour & Co. shipped 1,200 bushels peas 
and 1,000 bushels barley by rail, and commenced 
loading the schooner Ontario on Monday with 7.500 
bushels of wheat, 3,000 bushels more to be taken 

at Bayfield, for Kingston.
A gentleman lately returned from Manitoba 

furnishes the Almonte Gazt'tte with the. following 
information :—“ The soil of Manitoba is unques
tionable good, is of a rich black colour, and is re
markably adhesive when wet. The absence of the 
grasshopper this year has given it an opportunity 
of showing what it can produce. XX heat, though 
not quite up to the quality of " seme other years, 
will average 30 bushels to the acre, and sells at 80 
cents per bushel. Oats are a splendid yield, 
averaging from 60 to 70 bushels an acre, and sell
ing at 40 cents.”

were

Scrutator.

1’. S.—The imported animals mentioned in last 
issue were all good animals, and brought what the 
Board considers rather low prices.

New Brunswick.
In commercial circles there has been moderate 

activity of late, and the increased arrival of tonnage 
from sea has had a tendancy to renew confidence, 
and a more favourable winter than at one time 
seemed probable is now looked for. In the lead
ing branches of business the experience of the past 
has had a good effect. The readjustment that has 
been going on in nearly all circles has at least 
curbed speculation, and largely stopped reckless 
grading. GoM times are looked for in consequence 
of the blindant harvest. In this Province par
ticularly, the crops have been much above the 
average, and hérein lies the hope of future pros
perity. In the lumber business things are working 
into bettei shape, and cargoes for shipment show 
improving prices. Freights can hardly be called 
good, tho’ some recent charters indicate an ad- 

. In ship building there is the usual amount 
of stir, and new vessels are coming into port every 
now and then^or outfit. Vessels are more cheaply 
constructed now than heretofore, and this, no 
doubt, accounts for the numbers in contractors 
hands. Home 30,000 tons arc now in process of 
construction here. XTessels this year have been 
more remunerative than for some time past, and 
the outlook is very fovourabld. 1 he shipping 
interest generally promises to yield good returns.

time in the history of Ht.
were carried on

on

Nova Scotia.
THE PROVINCIAL EXHIBITION 

X\ras opened on the 9th of October, the Hon. 
Governor Archibald presiding, and an able address 

delivered by Col. l^amrie, President, of the 
Central Board of Agriculture. In ’74, the last ex
hibition, there were only ten thoroughbred animals 
exhibited by private individuals ; there are now ex
hibited 10 to 15 times as many. Among the prin
cipal exhibitors are Col. Starrett, with his herd of 
Ayrshires, some fine animals ; Col. Laurie, with fine 
herd of Devons, some very deserving animals ; Dr. 
Lawson, with hi* Durhams, and many others. The 
Exhibition was quite a success. The grounds are 
new, and not altogether as level as they will be, and 
situated upon a high elevation just outside the 
town, giving a splendid view over the neat and 
prosperous town of Truro.

Cattle. As improvement goes on in the world to 
advance all branches of agriculture, to improve our 
stock, wo as Canadians have not fallen in the 
rear : our stock to-day stands amongst the foremost, 
and we feel proud ef Neva Scotia's preyess. Let

DISTRICT OF ALGOMA.

A correspondent writing to the A ork Herald 
thus speaks of Algoma :—“ For the most part, the 
shores of the Lake are rockey ; the ridges rising 
from a few feet to 1,000, though the bitter ele
vations are rare, and are eomtined to the northern 
shore of Lake Superior. Traffic being almost ex
clusively confined to the water, many land seekeis 
judge the whole country by the rocky shores, and 
imbibe the notions that the place is unfit to sup
port a fair population, and no doubt such has been 
the cause of its slow improvement. Happily, all 
men are not alike, and while a few have refused to 
make a faithful comparison with places, we have, 
along the shores of Huron and part of Superior, 
many farmers who arv comparatively well oil,

>
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There was never a 
John when building operations 
more extensively than at present. Several large 
ami substantial ' warehouses and numerous dwell
ings are going up all ever the eity.
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The only thing worthy of mention at all was the I com, but he met a man named Shaw, (mentioned 
A correspondent at Nashwaak Village writes as I show of implements by Mr. Dick, who takes the I also by Butler), who had raised ripe corn for three 

follows to the Colonial Farmer : ° diploma, as there was no competition. Class 14— I years consecutively. Professor Macoun remarked,
“ I noticed in the Telegraph of the 11th inst Grain—was the worst part of the show. There I most timely, that it should be remembered that this 

mention made of a large potato grown in Anna- has been hardly any thieshing done yet in the cultivation from which his observations wore made 
polis N. S. that weighed 1 lb. 5 oz. This had country, and the consequence is there was very I was only casual, desultory, and carried on chiefly 
led me to boast of larger potatoes in this locality. I little grain shown, and what was did not come I by half-breeds.
Mr. W. H. Bradley raised three potatoes of the I more than 10 or 12 miles, lhe prize wheat weighed I A most remarkable point was mentioned by the 
early rose variety, which are now in the possesion I lbs. There were two very good samples of I Professor, viz., that he found arborial plants just as 
of the writer, that weighed respectivèlly .“U lbs., 3 marrowfat peas, one sample of good oats. Class he ieft the Mountains ; proceeding north-easterly 
lbs., H lbs. The largest and smallest have been 15 A—Roots. This class is the head of the tree, he saw no more, but found kinds indicating warmer 
seen by a number of persons being far ahead of what I expected, lhere was a | alul drier climate until he turned at Athabasca

“The potato crop is very abundant awl has Swede turnip weighing 36* lbs., but it only came 
never been better. C. L. Ooodspeed, Esq., has m second, as the rest in that entry were not so This will pot be wondered at, however, when it is 
raised about 1,500 bushels, and H. Sloot, Esq., a g°?d 5 the 1st prize lot averaged 21 lbs. lhe let known, as Professor Macoun heard there, that at 
like quantity. Crops of every description with us Pnze wh'te tu™1?,wei8h®d 19i lbs- . Carrots were Fort Laird, in lat. 60, the climate was considered 
are above the average, with the exception of common from 1| lbs. to 2*. Parsnips were com- bctter, and wheat was easily raised. Respecting 
wheat ; the failure of this crop is attributed to the mon weighing 2$ lbs. There were plenty of onions other resources, he stated that petroleum, crystal 
extreme heat at the time of tilling. In some cases weighing 1 lb. each. Mangolds were not at all galt> and gypsum were seen by him m large quan- 
early sown buckwheat has met with a like fate.” good, the best ones weighing abont 12 Ibs. But tlties.

y the cabbages were tremendous, one showed weighed This magnificent country, which Prôf. Macoun
361 lbs. with its outside leaves. There was a very I esLmates to contain one hundred millions of acres, 
largs show of potatoes, chiefly Early Rose, eer ess I where wheat reaches its highest perfection, appar- 

cattle SHOW and exhibition. I and Regents ; 2 lbs. was a common weight. Kohl mcrita greater attention than has hith
The Cattle Show and Exhibition, which came off rabi are ahead of anything 1 ever saJ'r* er? I been given to any portion of our North-west,

in Charlottetown on Thursday and Friday of last were winter radishes weighing 6 and 7 lbs., and ■
week, was, we understand, both in respect of they had a very fine flavor. Citrons, which are
quality and the number of animals on exhibition, very fine, being 10 inches in diameter. There was
superior to any previous effoit in that line in the a large assortment of beets, which are very Rood.
Colony. Of horses 122 were entered, horned cattle Class 15 B —Fruits, Preserves and Mines. I a gentleman in Ottawa has received a letter from
72, and 67 sheep, while pigs were out in great force, was only one sample of apples, shown by W. ri. I j^r Thomas Atkins, who left there in the spring 
and are represented as splendid specimens of that Hall, Headingly, who earned on the greater num-1 wdb & party 0f gome thirty persons to locate in 
genus. The advantage of securing improved ber of prizes in this class. Class l Butter, I ^ritigh Columbia. He says it is a splendid 
breeds of horses, cattle, sheep, &c., was very Cheese and Honey. There was a large display o I COuntry, and his neighbors have informed him that 
evident, but we trust to see this feature more excellent butter, no doubt stimulated by the hanil- I ^ can pi0Ugh all winter if he wants to, as there is 
generally attended to in future. some prizes offered (all together about $150). lhe geldom* gnow. The letter is dated the 30th of

The Exhibition in the Drill Shed is spoken of as ^ Mnrrts0' &L* JLeeircoVsistcdof ',uly. an<* was twelve days on the way. The
being more than ordinarily good. The exhibit in Gov. Morris. The show nt cheese consiste g were reported as looking weU. Wheat grows

ofien goods was very* superior. Vegetables, three or four very tasteless cheese.homemade ,aaboL five feet in height, and the average yield 
fruits ami grains were quite up to the mark. The present there is not a factory m the country, I ig flft> bushels to tho acre. Barley and oats re- 
carriages and sleighs are represented as more than there is an excGlerit °Pcn™8 !o.'' 0“' i>0bcrtson Iturn aixty buahels to the acre- The Mowing, 
ordinarily tine. Our neighbor Mr. Hunter, brought twoWof honey shown by Robertson, which rcfatc8 his 0wn experience, will be found in-
down a very superior piece of workmanship in the , , . j ive Stock —Nothing very par- I teresting to many of our roai.ors. He says . I

netitors It is evident however, that ifweareto there were two very nice general purpose teams ^ j began t’0 plough on t£e 1st of May, and 
have Provincial Exhibitions we must have build- an<l a v(fry nlcc general purpose stallion. I i t j h now fifteen acres of oats, eight acres of barley, 
LJs erected for the occasion Sail who were =»ttle oh.s there was only one annnal of n te a acres of potatoes, and two acres of turnips ;
pTs^t lit week decked tiie crowded .tote br£ £ SSa 2nd,t,trted was two late Vo plant wheat this year. They all
of the Drill Shed to be insufferable, and that many by gfc^&wSn^^oT Rockwood ; he ^fuller look well. I half a good crop of hay My stock 
of the KOOflB could not he e ~ K» «"’.J 40
" hdertUnd poteto.e are - excellent crop ^ fiS/StaTS w« “ll “f » » I”"* “nl

the figures so far. | vast prairie country for some years to come ; and if CQUV where wo are, at $1, an acre ; but labour
good breeding is not encouraged it will be an mi-1 ,g b- b. Men get $30 a month and board, right 
mense loss to the country. The Directors deserve ajQ Free grant land, 160 acres, can be got on 
great praise for their indefatigable exertions to I ^ main-land for nothing. Any man who is con- 
make everything go off well, especially Mr. Stew- I tente(j can d0 well out hero. It is a splendid farm- 
art, the treasurer. w- 11 • u- I ing country, while tho mountains are rich with

minerals ; the streams are teeming with fish, and 
the forests abounding with game. With the rail
way it would open the country to settlement, and 

find their way to the Western 
Canadian soil
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I Manitoba.
HIE PROVINCIAL EXHIBITION.

Wimicpeg, Oct. 6th, 1876.
Last Wednesday and Thursday were gala days 

in the capital of the Prairie Province. On enter- I more about peace river.
ing the room the first thing that catches the eye I (From the Manitoba Free Press.)
is St. Boniface ill motto form suspended across , .

SSiMtofSS ï BE KHaiMKtt.’’-
show in this class, especially in socks and blankets, gathered from fields and gardens on the Peace _ ------
Next we came to Class 10 -Needlework. Of this River. To say that they were interested is too mild 
class I shall only say the display was equal in an expression ; they were enthusiastic and wonder- 
quality, if not in quantity, to the Provincial Fair struck by the simple evidences of such wondrous 
of Ontario. Miss Spencer carried off the 1st prize samples of grain from a county hitherto considered 
for wosted work, a mantelpiece cover, and it is too far north for hunting purposes even, lhe
well worthy of it. In raised Berlin work Mrs. H. wheat sown was gathered at Fort Ghippewayan, on table IIiatter oacll tiailv inY. Hoskens takes 1st with a piece of work which lfak^thab^ca, m Mitude^mld I ^inactive laying condition;" andLo
is by far the finest in the class , it represents a I the P ,, , , , s0’meof the sanie, that it makes no difference as to the amount con-
old-fashioned country family, and the expression I «qhoiit 68 ] , , . ' ■ to the cluster Burned, whether food is kept constantly before them
on the faces is wonderfully well worked in Next shown m the ear two « the or whether they arc fed twice or thrice daily, pro-
we come to Class 20 —Leather M ork. In this I and sev en on cluster in the Eastern vided they are allowed all they will eat up clean,
class we especially notice two very nice sets ot I average o k . • v( rtilerl, Minnesota For the past two years circumstances have corn-
harness, and a bridle and saddle, shown by Cam & States, rn d three pu» » B oÆ peace IW polled me to feed but twice a ,lay-morning and
Steinhotl', which carry off three prizes, a so one or and Manito >a, 1 . arcnt _ the average there afternoon—but 1 find that the fowls get very hungry
two very fine moose deer skins and a very fine case country for grain n I P has noticed J?x grains before tho afternoon meal, and will bolt their food 
of boots and shoes, shown by M . W e lhand. Class being Inc, and 1 i " Blo,tctfs like hogs, and, if allowed all they will cat up clean,
21—Fine Arts. The show is as good as can be ex- to the cluster. Th: ^goes to suhsUn^teRloilg^s ^ ^ ^ 0^reat and become diseased in conse- 
pected for a new country. Ciass 22 is Miscel- theory that all grams Vhe barley shown pas ipionce. Then it sometimes happens that hen* are
Leons. Cabinet work comes under this head cm limits of their the nests to lay at the time of feeling, and can-
There are only two exhibitors ; Messrs. Bishop & also mak^lboellt, > * ; ’ fWardhig its growth, not he coaxed off to eat, and they must either be
Shelton having a black walnut P^1,011^ vrM %Lacoun saw where it had grown thirty cars fed on the nest or go hungry until the next mcM,
Messrs. Girne & Co. show a Turkish parlor suit, l rot. Alacoun saw wne ...» fully n|)u. which, in cold weather, seems a little unmerciful,
both entered as home manufacture (that means to a si gk io it t'*e ^ { ain, „f wlieatyVj the Hetofore 1 have believed in an.l advocated regular
Manitoba). Flour also is m this class, aad ,7 f Lid found many numbering eighty. The feeding -twice or three tunes each day-for all
excellent quality, being white and dry. Ami last, I beau, and loumt ma y b b breeds, but my experience during the past two
but not least, we conic to .35 lbs. of timothy hay, wheat shown was sown on t -- ^ nu years inclines me to the opinion that, unless tho
3 feet long, and sown lastspring, ami 1 have1 seen August Planting is usual from the 1st smaller varieties can ho fed throe times a day, it is
fciwtîlrtiù»1 îriii,' Ù,Xÿ: rndif-o, -, M. ‘«‘HW—. *»*-•
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A correspondent of the Poultry Hat\on says : 
My ex[>erience in feeding fowls is that medium- 

sized hens will consume about one and three-fifths
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The Cent<Larch Bark for Protecting Trees.
I have used Larch bark extensively and sucess- 

fully in protecting newly-planted fruit and forest 
trees in open spaces from sheep as well as from 
‘‘ ground game.” The extra casing of bark will 
also protect the trees from cattle, but these com
mit greater injury by rubbing than by nibbing. 
Any kind of bark will do provided it is dead—that

Mixing Soil Around fruit Tree». UMÏ SS
In disposing of the soil, which had been dug nor juiceless bark. I was led to use of loose Lark 

from the foundation for a new house a few yea's aa a protector to trees by observing that while the 
ago it had been spread under the adjoining trees hark 0f freshly planted trees were devoured, by the 
to the depth of ten or twelve inches, and at the vermin, the stakes which supported the said trees 
present time every tree so treated presents an un- were never touched. I therefore enveloped the 
healthy appearance, which may gradually, but will frees with loose Larch bark, and was gratified to 
most surely, end in premature death. This in- flnq that the rabbits were completely baffled and 
judicious practice should be condemned on every the stem perfectly safe. More than twenty years 
hand so that the ignorant, as well as the careless, experience has convinced me that this is a cheap 
may be forwarned of the evil consequence which anq perfect remedy against rabbits and sheep in- 
must eventually ensue. If soil must be so dis- juring the stem of trees. If those who cannot 
posed of, it should be as nearly as possible of the 0ptain bark by other means will go to any large 
same texture and composition as that in which the gaw-yardthey will find loads of outer strips thrown 
trees are growing, and then only to a very limited away anq which the owner of the yard will be glad 
depth, so as not to destroy, even for a short time, to have cleared away for next to nothing. These 
that natural porosity of the surface soil which is stripS carefully tied round the stuns of trees will 
so largely produced by the roots themselves. In afford them perfect protection against the in
respect to those trees which are not so easily in- veterate, annoying, and injurious nibblings of 
jured by this practice, and which will bear any rabbits and larger animals.—London Journal of 
reasonable amount of soil being laid over their Horticulture. 
roots, I still think the same rule in respect to the 
texture and composition should be, as nearly as 
possible, adhered to, and if placed near the stem, 
a cavity quite round the tree, and down to the 
base, should always be left, and of sufficient width 
to allow a free circulation of air, and also to admit 
of being cleared of any matter which may, and 
does, freely accumulate in it. The sloping bank 
system answers well in some situations and has 
the advantage of showing more of the trunk, but 
if the surface of the ground in dines to that par
ticular point, or the soil be very tenacious or it 
the ground be not of a thirsty nature, evils may 
accrue from an accumulation of too much water.—
The Garden.

:1

:|
it don’thead and no large limbs ever cut off ; 

attack a sound place, but only spots where the 
- bark has been scorched by the sun, or the dry 

bark around where a limb has been severed. We 
will venture to say that whoever fallows the plan 
last suggested, will have no trouble with the 
borer. —Rural World.
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m Barberry for Hedges.
Spme time since a letter of inquiry was forwarded 

to me by the editor of the Farmer, with the request 
that I answer the queries. Sickness has prevented 
my answering sooner. The queries are, first 
Where can seed of barberry be obtained ? Uns I 
cannot answer positively, but I think almost any 
dealer in tree seeds can furnish them. The adver
tisements of such should be found in the J armer. 
Thos. Meehan, of Germantown, lenn., 1 think 
keeps them. Second :-How arc they propagated ? 
They may be started in nursery rows, and at the 
age of one or two years be transplanted to the 
hedge row ; or the seed may be drilled m where 
the hedge is to be grown. In the last case it is 
best to open a good furrow and scatter the seed 
well over the bottom of this, so that the row of 
plants may be some eight or ten inches wide. Cuver 
with fine soil and they will grow. If not thick 
enough, cutback to the ground during the next 
fall or winter, and they will thicken up. As to 
the cost of seed per bushel, I can only say 1 do not 
know anything about it.

The same querist also asks for information about 
This is Eleagmis parxnfolius ot
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the silver thorn, 
botanists. This plant does not have thorns proper 
but the small twigs become sharp and hard, and 
increase in numbers each year, and thus m a tew 
years become a formidable barrier to all domestic 
animals. It is said to have been tried quite ex
tensively at the North, and it has given entire sat
isfaction as to hardiness and other qualities. It is 
well adapted for ornamental hedges on account of 
the beauty of both foliage and berries. It seeds 
quite freely, and at a very early age, so that a tew 
plants will soon furnish all the seed needed to start 
all the hedge desired. I know of no one who has 
the seed for sale unless it is the party named above, 
though perhaps dealers who advertise m the Fax met 
can supply them. It may be said of both the 
above named plants that they are not large growers, 
and excepting in good soil, would hardly make 
such a hedge as a man would want to enclose cat
tle and horses ; but if the soil is rich and moist, 
they will turn any ordinary stock. I hey bear 
pruning well, but of course do not need it as do 
the honey locust and osage orange, which must be 
constantly pruned to keep them within reasonable 
bounds. The barberry and silver thorn on the 
other hand, do not incline to grow beyond a fair 
height for a hedge, and about all the pruning they 
need is to keep them in proper shape 1 incline to 
think that “Subscriber,” should lie try either or 
both of the above, will derive satisfaction as well 
as profit from the experiment. At any rate, he 
will gain an experience that will be of value to 
himself, and, if given to the world, probably of m 
terest to the public.—Ohio Farmer.

: .

How Do You Hake Cider Wine?
This question is asked by a correspondent of the 

Village Record ; and as it is unanswere i we will 
undertake the task. The cider for this purpose 
should not be made until December, when it 
should be barreled and placed in a vault or cool 
cellar, and left there until February or early in 
March, when it should be bottled, using cham
pagne bottles, well corked and wired ; the cork 
should be driven down to an eighth of an inch of 
the mouth, so that the wire can grasp it. Use 
good-sized copper wire, which will require only 
once passing over the cork, provided it is well- 
secured around the neck of the bottle. Then re
turn the bottled cider to the cellar, laying the 
bottles on their sides, and it will keep for years. 

„ ,. . i „ i i Be sure that the bottles are thoroughly clean,
The forests of_ Europe are estimated as btl"* which should be attended to just before the bottl- 

500,000,000 acres m extent, or about 20 pel i begins. Some persons—and it is the method
of the whole area of the continmit In N of|he North Jersey “champagne’ cider makers-
Amenca it is reckoned that 1,4b0,000,000 ac |ïlter the cider before putting away in barrels. It
covered with trees, of which 900 000,000 arc lstrue this removes all sediment, but we cannot

Tlu.tnHl ammn.t I preceive that it adds to the flavor or keeping 
qualities of the cider.—Germantown Telegraph.
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■ ? The Forests of the World.

f
British North America.
forests occupy 700,000,000 acres, 
for the two continents of the New \\ orld and Eu
rope gives 6,600,000,000 geographical miles. The 
proportion of forest land to the whole area of 
Europe, as above stated, is computed at 20 per
cent • in America 21 per cent. Supposing, there- substances, which are even more pernicious to 
fore 20 per cent, to be the proportion in Asia, than animals in the same condition, and not only 
Africa and Australia, the grand total of the forests the soft and succulent portions, but even the solid 
of the world would cover a space of over 7,734,000 wood is destroyed by them. In the immense forests 
geographical miles. The areas of State forests and 0f the tropics the grorund would be covered, and 
woodlands are estimated at the following figures in new shoots be choked up by the ruins of trees which 
the following European countries : Prussia, 0,200,- had fallen by accident or age, and which it would 
000 acres- Bavaria, 3,294,000 acres; France, 2,700,- require ages to disperse without the aid of insects. 
000 acres ; Austria, 2,230,000 acres ; Hanover, But no sooner is a tree fallen than one tribe of ani- 
900 000 acres; Wurtemburg, 469,007 acres; Sax- mals cut its bark to piecês, another bores holes in 

’ 394000 acres; England, 112,376 acres. it in all directions, so that the moisture from dew
The range in the height of trees varies from the or rain may stand, decompose and soften. Others 

■ ■ + Vn.iriA willows of a few inches in height I come in to eat off the parts that are softened, and 
to the stupendous Wellidgtonia, which grows to the so on till it is entirely broken up and scattered, and 
vVinht of 350 feet although it is stated that one of this is done with such expedition that they will, in 
Kucalypti often reaches a height of 450 feet in a few weeks, destroy and carry away the trunk o 
Victoria In Sclavonia, a tree called the sapin at- large trees without leaving a particle behind and 
tains a height of 275 feet, and the umbrella pines m places where, two or three years before, there 
Vf lov 200 feet The California big tree is said to was a populous town, if the inhabitants, as is flo
or Italy • I quently the case, have chosen to abandon it, there

will be a very thick wood, and not a vestige of post 
to be seen.

,
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The Useful Work of Insects.
Insects are useful in destroying dead vegetable

man

The Borer.
Were it not for this intolerable, abominable, 

curse to the apple grower, we would soon bave this 
fruit in great abundance ; but under existing 
circumstances, there is not much danger o

°X A few days ago we were called upon to look 
over an orchard of about sixty trees,, planted about 
four years ago, and lately fallen into the hands of 
the present owner. One single tree in t leMM 
lot was free, while all the others had from two to 

dozen borers in them—half the trees past 
less injured. I here 

man from

;

an

ten or a
saving, and the balance
was another instance near by where a ---- - <nrth 06 feet
New Ywk had bought a p aoe with » oi ^ ^ of woods and forests however,
thousand tnftyyoimn^ Mile Qf them ^ yery enormou9, and in the majority of instances
which I dou He was surprised when we no attempts arc being made for their reproduction . “flide-BoUIld” TrCCS.
free from this pest. Ile vas buipi T„ Smith Africa we are told, countless numbers of niuc buuiiu ‘
called his attention to it, and now has a ma forest ’treos are destroyed and laid waste Trees that have long stems exposed to hot
gaged to look after them. But our duty is * In New Zealand the 30 percent, of or drying winds, become what gardeners call hide-
the attention of every one of ourrewlerBto their —lly.^^in gunk to 2g h\ ml> and bound.” That is, the old bark becomes indurated
own trees. Cut out all tne bor rs, ,. i s iu 1373 which rate of reduction, if continued, —cannot expand, and the tree suffers much in conclean fresh earth around the trees six inches lug , to 18 in lb73, which rate of Nyw Zea’. se,iuunce. Such an evil is usually indicated by
by spring the wounds will have callousec iw icqo Jn America in the United gray lichens which feed on the decaying bark. In
stand a better chance to recover. ^uction^for States especially the consumption of timber is en- these cases a washing of weak lye or of lime water

from destruction, lor states especially, vue l tl(m hag peyll j8 very Useful ; indeed, where the bark is healthy,
do from now until ormous^ and ^ altfrn ^ states tatute it is beneficial thus to wash the trees, as many eggs

of March 1875 imposes a fine of 8500 or year’s of insects arc thereby destroyed. Me would, how- 
imprisunnient for wanton injury or destruction of ever, again refer to linseed oil as a wash ^ {„
trees, and also a fine of $200 or six month s im- I more effective for insects ’Œ ,
prisonment for allowing cattle to injure trees “on- as well for moss and lichen. After all, thews seldo 
national grounds ” the yearly consumption and nu- i conic when trees are well cultn ated. It is neglect 
provident use of timber is almost incredible.— makes poor growth, and poor growth, lichens, 
Land and Water. 1 Gardener's Monthly.

more or

suns

.•

you may save many a tree
the damage that the borer will , seems
the ground is frozen, is not a little. Fh 
but one sure remedy against them and that is to 
wrap the tree with cloth or paper from under the 
ground to several inches above ; and this should 
be begun when the tree is first plantée . 
against the round-headed borer ; the Wat-headed 
one, that works in the trunk and limbs, wi 
trouble a well-trained tree—that is, with a o
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»» the (Sartiftt and Jam.The Centennial—The Display of Fruit. I The Black Fungus on Apples.
, . , , „ n,, r •. This disease has been a growing one in this coun-I>m LA DELIMITA October 8.-The display of fruit geleeti for its subjects many of our most cle

at the great Exhibition is in 1 oncological Hall, back variefie and aooJn rendering the culture of
of Agricultural Hall. For some cause only a part affected variety unprofitable It fastened,
of the States are represented. 1 ennsylvania has years gincej the old Newtown Pippin, one
200 varieties of apples, 42 of pears, and o iy { the best long-keeping varieties we ever grew,
grapes A comparatively new apple knoTvui as and rendered ^culture hazardous. It drove the 
Cornell’s Fancy, has great merit ; is rather acid ^ one of our richest fall apples, out of
mealy, of choice flavor, matures m August, and is the ma^et_ and jt bas affected, in a greater or lesser 
of high color. Another is the Doctor; sub-acid, theSwaar, Spitzenberg, Fameuse, and other
and matures in September The grapes sent^ from ^ ()f the highea£ quality.
the eastern part of the State are Concord, Clintons, FF. .g gkin dgease> but when it attacks an apple
and Telegraphs—a poor list. On the shale lands in jtg g , wth> tbe black spots are apt to crack 
Western Pennsylvania, the Delaware, Iona, and and the fungus follow the cracks into the core, and 
other choice sorts have clone well. stop the growth of the fruit or of the side worst

Ohio has 120 varieties of apples, 20 of pears, 25 affected. When it appears after the fruit is nearly 
of cranes in charge of the Secretary of the State grown, it does not greatly damage it for immediate 
Horticultural Society, and the display is highly credi- home use, but if barreled for shippmg, as soon as 

The first extensive vineyards made in this the apples sweat, the fungus spots commence de
country were in the vicinity of Cincinnati, but now caying, and spread over the fruit, soon rendering it 
this fruit has so generally failed there that no sorts, worthless.
unless it be the Concord and Ives, are recommended. We have in our orchard quite a number of trees 
Probably the reason of their failure arose from hav- 0f the Fameuse, one of the most delicious of autumn 
incr selected and planted almost exclusively the Ca- apples, and one of the worst affected by the fungus, 
tawba certainly among the best of all grapes, but But few years pass when they are free enough from 

wholly unsuited to the rich limestone soil, the disease to admit of barreling, but as they find 
Canada has 280 varieties of apples, 02 of pears, 14 a pretty ready home market, we have retained 
of neaches 27 of grapes, 8 of grapes under glass, them. This is one of the years when they are
4” of nlunis, 4 of fruits in glass jars. On the whole, sound enough to admit of barreling, and it would qanaba 0r the Western States ? — Many 
it" is the best display of fruit. It will surprise be very interesting to know what influences have le will be dissatisfied with their prospects in
many that a region so far north should raise so contributed to keep off the fungus this year but n0 matter whether they be bright or dark,
much fruit, but it has the advantage of having a this, as well as the cause of the disease, is st 1 but the change to better their condition by a re
moist climate ; indeed, Lower Canada is surrounded wrapped in mystery, and must be classed with pear fmm yanada to the States generally turns
by heavy bodies of water on three sides. Connecti- blight, mildew, and other diseases whose cause and outa fraud> a delusion and a snare. A short time 
cut exhibits 220 varieties of apples, 13 of peaches, cure are unknown. aK0, a number of Germans living at Breslau, a few
07 of pears, 9 of crabs, and 22 of grapes, the last of We have written rof the fungus as affecting t ^8.^ weat of Guelph, took a moving fit, and no- 
whieh arc of excellent quality. Massachusetts apple, but it also affects the pear. It has nearly tt. wonid satisfy them until they packed their 
shows through Marshal Y. Wilder, 300 different driven the White Doyenne, once our most popula hou^hold cbattels and removed to the Western 
kinds’ of pears, and through Hovey & Co., 17o of variety, out of cultivation, and has seriously threa- stateg They remained there two or three years, 
nears and 65 of apples. The fruit is all of good tened Ilcmish Beauty and even Seckel. \erdy w battli with the grasshoppers and drinking in 
quality. Perhaps no other State raises better pears have much yet to learn about the diseases and the * üe Waahoe zephyrs which roll over the
or winter apples. Kansas has 200 sorts of apples | insect enemies of fruits.— American B mal Home,, j Drairi°g with force enough to blow a man’s hair 
and fine Delaware grapes. The same State has a „ . , 7, off, and finally came to the conclusion that Canada
large ahow of apples besides 111 the Colorado-Kansas Orchard t.IilSs. wa8 the best country to live in after all. A num-
building, the specimens being uncommonly fine, but prom Mr. Henderson’s book on grass culture *e her have returned to the vicinity of their former
the quality of the keeping sorts is not high. I he the following information with reference to home, with a feeling of intense disgust for the land
leading sort recommended is the Ben. Davis, a beau- orchard grags ._ 0f the Went.—Guelph Mercury.
tifully coloured apple, but it is of such poor quality Jt ig native to America, and from its adaptability : hbor of mine recently informed me that
that it is utterly unworthy of cultivation. Iowa ^ the varioU8 soils, its early and late growth, luxu- ^ J 8hb ^ t vahlable horse by a casuality 
has 342 kinds of apples-a highly creditable display foliage and nutritive qualities is well entitled ha uncommon. A knowledge of a simple
-and the quality is good. Nebraska lying on the ^ ^ ^ wlth any grass either native or prevented this*5 loss. fhe
west of Iowa, also has a good show and the capa- foreign_ which is bemg cultivated in this country, y ^ a M}j which entered his foot,
city of these States for raising nil may 1 ... * I Orchard grass, when sown with clover. grows [ neg8 followed, the nail was extracted, but 
sidered immense. Oregon displays twelve x arieties uu starto in the spring early, and by this ram- gopervened resulting ill death. An un-
of apples, thirteen of plums and prunes, and tlnr- ^ habit makes a suitable grass to mix with J' j 8ûch cases is muriatic acid. If,
teen of pears. The quality is excellent. it. For pasturage it is greatly to be valued, for ™ ^ najl V withdrawn from a horse’s foot, the

( 'alifornia sent two carloads of fruit, largely com- three reasons It stands drouth better than any ^ shoulJ b . held up and some muriatic acid be 
nosed of pears and grapes. One carload perished other grass, will bear heavier stocking, and the red into the wound, neither lameness nor lock- 
L the way The pears of this State are unexcelled, very earliest to appear 111 spring. P n(jed be feared. Why the iron should have
and they are raised without difficulty. The grapes Orchard grass, by its great amount of fibrous cffect) which it frequently has, and the
•ire unrivalled, but it may lie questioned whether roots, tends to improve instead of impoverish the ratiopale of tbe above remedy, I am unable to ex-
the Delawares and Catawbas raised on the islands of soil ; an orchard grass sod generally turns up a „f the certainty of the counteraction of

New Jersey’s exhibit is made by a few individuals, I tugBOCka especially when sown thin. The proper I we conv npnmim —The Oar-
nrcsenting extraordinary fine specimens, the Delà- I when sown alone, is two bushels to the I Effect of Draining an 0 c . .1
1 grapes being almost perfect. ^cre when sown with closer, one bushel is suffi- demr's Chronicle once relate,1 a casc of an orchard
nJZ, ,W „ ,™« ....... N- V.A ma.„ Bf ’tU-g.

by Ellwanger & Barry, who have 158 varieties of can be, ^roh.vrd ,,ra8S ; by their union the iron pan on which it rested. For a few years the 
apples, 122 of pears, 57 of plums, and 02 of new red cl < 1 j b„t it’would be if each were trees grew very well, that is to say, as long as their
seedling grapes, out of which something of value crop is nea y ‘ d dower Well to- roots were near the surface and got the warmth of
mav be looked for. The Urbana Wine Company sown separately ; *d Jbe summer’s sun, but as they advanced downward
displays remarkable Delawares. The western part gether, come o f,dli, , by the un’com- the growth became small, and by degrees less and
of New York, with its magnificent apple orchards, the clover is 11 > less, till at last the trees ceased to grow, and

ght to have been better represented. This cnti- mon strength ot the orchard grass. nothing flourished except grey litchcns, with
eism applies also to the grape region extending from Fruit which the branches soon became covered.
Niagara around the southern shore of Lake Erie to * . All coarse weeds may be removed by dropping
Detroit. The District of Columbia presents a fair Many, if not all sorts of pears, arc immensely the heart of tiach oil of vitrol. it should be
display of grapes and pears. A\ isconsm has -U bnproved by being subjected to a temperature of .j d with a Btick notched round for an inch or 
varieties of apples, HO of crabs,, some highly valu- 1(K)a for m hour or two previous to being eaten. I at the ^ the better to hold the Jiqujd, one
able • 13 of pears, 2 of plums, and 32 of grapes. Xo take the best kinds of fruit direct from the fruit- j , wldcb wdl hold enough to kill three or
Strange as it may seeni, the Delaware is raised m room> which may not be half a dozen degrees above dalltg one drop being sufficient if the acid
some parts of this State at great profit. I ears are tb(J freuzing point, is not doing justice to the fruit _ood The vitriol hisses in burning up the 
not recommended, and but few are raised. or> I must add, the wner. Let any one test fruits The sticks should not be pointed; the

, 1 mo .,,1,1 „nc nhim of any good sorts of pples and pears, some sting- , , • wjre round it convenience of car-Minnosota has 1- cold and the winters ing eolK” and others artificially warmed, and note > f ree needful to intrust the vit-
aro C PeBr; seketit iho hanlicst sorts, and by the superiority of the latter, which is to my mind ^ ^ itg uge to a careful person.
raisina their own stocks, they are now raising apples conclusive. ____ A horse, no matter how vicious and obstinate

longest of any in the world. Ko State m the L mon without • ““ amoUut sown was about't^J and violent animals, and in every ease with per-

Though horizontal farming is expensive of labor 
and backaches, yet we are quite certain that more 
machine labor may be economically employed in 
roof-raising. The expense of cultivation has been 

great drawback to the extensive growing of the 
turnip in this country. Yankee ingenuity ought 
to remedy this difficulty. In the matter of top- 
ling and lifting from the soil for example, the 
English manufacturers advertise an implement 
which reports says is a real labor saving machine. 
It is simple and ought to be cheap. Some of our 
enterprising dealers might either import the im
plement or adopt the principles involved. It serves 
for other roots as well. By its use 8 acres can be 
topped and pulled per day, requiring the lâbor of 
one man and a horse. By comparing several states 
ments, we find the average cost of production to be 
less than 20 centi per bushel. By improved 
methods of cultivation, and Intel igent use of 
manures, this can doubt'ess be reduced one-ha If 
It is the testimony of those who have tried it,that 
turnips are worth at least twenty-five cents per 
bushel for fodder. In the vicinity of cities and 
manufacturing villages wt have known them to 
bring 75 cents per bushel, and sometimes as high 
as $1.00, for table use.
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“Inform your client that Imoney,” I repeated passionately, 
am quite able to support myself. ”

“You do not see that it is Mr. Graham’s consideration for
» Ætorg.The Farmer's Grindstone.—No tool is more 

essential on the farm than a good grindstone ; it is
farmer should have 

care of it.

!iyifi
1 you that induces him to make tins proposition,” said the soli

citor. “It incompatibility of temper will not allow you and 
him to live together, still, as his wife, you------ ’’

“Sir, I will hear no more. If it were a question of dying of 
starvation, or touching a penny of that amount which you 
would place at my disposal, I would prefer to starve.

“I am sorry to see that you are still inveterate against Mr. 
Graham,” said the lawyer, “that your peculiar views of his 
duties and your own still form barriers in the way of any better 
understanding of each other. "

“I bowed very stiffly to this, and after a few common-places 
the man of law took his departure, and wont hack to report on 
my stubbornness and my intensity of hate. I guessed all that 
he would say ; but I was too proud—still too proud—-to try 
and explain for myself that it was my husband’s love I yearned 
for, and for nothing else.

Thus three years more passed away, and I had settled down 
to my life, and looked not forward to anything brighter or 
better till the end was reached, when the great panic came at 
which men cowered a little whde ago. A considerable portion 
of my savings was swept away. The bank in which my money 
had been deposited for interest was crushed like an egg-shell 
by the iron pressure of the money market, “ancf one read of 
nothing but ruin in the papers. I read of my husband’s ruin 
in the record of the unfortunates who had gone down in the 
storm ; of his railway speculations and contracts, and now he, 
with fifty others like him, were swept upon the world to face 
the bankruptcy court and utter shame. The world had no 
mercy on him then, no consideration for his genius, or his own 
belief in those who had entangled him in the meshes of a great 
contractor’s business which proved unsound and almost frau
dulent. The honor of Gilbert Graham was at stake, and the 
press laughed at his dreamy explanations, and had no mercy 
on him.

It was I who understood Gilbert, not the world. I knew 
the extent of his ambition, the depth of his faitli in strangers 
who could flatter him and yet be plausible, the weakness of 
his character which trusted too readily at first, and the honour 
that was in him, and which set his own name the first thing 
in his hearsay, a long way first, or he and I had never been 
parted for a dav. In his misfortune I knew the depth of my 
love for him, how much of pride had kept me back when my 
affection would have led me to his feet to ask forgiveness. I 
thought that he had long outlived all love for me, that he had 
only sought me out for duty’s sake, and that I had played into 
his hands, and given him peace and independence by holding 
forever aloof. But now that he was in trouble -very wretched, 
very poor and friendless, with the world against him, a world 
of unfortunates calling him a Schemer, I found the strength 
of will to face him, or the courage to give up that strength of 
wall which had kept me so long apart from him.

It was in the house which he was to resign to-morrow that I 
met him. There were bills of sale of the furniture upon the 
walls by order of the Court of Bankruptcy, and in one room of 
the splendid mansion that had been his, I found my way 
announced by the servant, whom 1 had bribed not to precede

therefore necessary that every 
one, and know how to take projier 
Formerly, the only grindstones used in the United 
States were imported from England. Then the 
Nova Scotia stones were introduced, and found to 
be a great improvement on the English ones. 
Ohio grin-1 stones then made their appearance, and 

largely used by farmers throughout the West. 
Last and best of all, the Lake Huron grindstones 
were put into the market, and they are superseding 
all others, as they have a fine, sharp grit, and leave 
a fine edge. A grindstone should always be kept 
under cover, as exposure to the sun's rays hardens 
the grit and injures the frame. The stone should 
not run in water, or stand in water when not in 
use,.as this causes soft places. The water should 
be allowed to drip from some vessel placed above 
the stone, and- the drip should be stopped when 
the stone is not in use. All greasy or rusty tools 
should be cleaned before sharpened, as grease or 
rust choke up the grit. The stone should be kept 
perfectly round.—Hamilton Times.

It requires ten or twelve acres of land to sup
port one person on meat alone ; for one acre em
ployed in feeding cattle only produces ^ eight or 
ten ounces per day, and it requires from five to ten 
pounds of flesh a day to support one man if he lives 
on flesh alone. The quantity of land required to 
keep one ox will produce an abundant supply of 
vegetable food for at least four persons. One acre 
of wheat, barley, oats, or com, will support two 
or throe persons j one of potatoes or yams, enough 
nourishment for nine persons ; and Humboldt esti
mates that an acre planted with bananas is suf
ficient to support fifty men.
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A STORY IN TWO PARTS—PART THE SECOND.

mi
chapter first—fContinued.)

“Yes !” he repeated wonderingly.
“You could have remained in England, and with those great 

talents with which heaven had endowed you, have made your 
way as successfully—if not as rapidly—as in the land wherein 
you found y$ur fortune. 1 think—though it may be only my 
poor opinioiH—that genius never dies neglected, but nnus its 
way into the foreground, backed by honesty and perseverance;
I do not believe in the cant of clever men being kept down by 
opposition. ”

“But------ ”
“But you were not satisfied with life here, or life with me, 

and you went abroad, Gilbert. ”
“Without a dissenting word from you—almost at your 

wish.” ,
Ah, I should have spoken out then, not now. I acknowledge 

that mistake. I left it for your heart to see. I thought 
you understood me, and that, with eyes wilfully blinded, 
went your way alone. ”

“If you had accompanied m
Again I interrupted him.
“If I had accompanied you, I should have been the drag 

upon your efforts, your freedom, as I had been in England, 
and have marred many of those projects which without 
you have carried out. I might have lived to have heard your 
reproaches for depriving you of the one opportunity -of inde
pendence that had been offered you, and you would have 
found no solace in my sympathy, or in my sorrows at your own 
ill-fate. I accept that view' of the case—you married too early. 
You were better without me abroad, you are better without 
me now. ”

“And have I struggled on for years to receive this welcome 
home ?”

“This is my home, Gilbert, not yours. I have learned con
tentment within it ; leave me to its enjoyment, if you please.”

“You set me apart from you you tell me that you have 
lived all the love you had for me, then ?” he cried passionately.

“I tell you, Gilbert, that w'ere you dearer to me than you 
have ever been, my pride w'ould not let me retuni to your side.
I am glad to hear that you are rich, but I cannot share those 
riches with one who would not let me share his poverty. You 
earned them for yourself, not for me. You have for years dis
trusted my power to be of service to you, and you have, so 
surely proved that you w'ere right, and could rise in the w orld 
more effectually without my encouragement and love, that I 
cannot face the humiliation of that independence which my 
absence from you has only helped you to create. I will not 
go back to your home—I will have no interest in your great
ness. ”

He w'as in earnest in his efforts to make me regard less 
sternly the prospect in advance of me, but I resisted and kept 
strong. If he had reasoned less with me and told me more of 
his old love, I might have w’avered, heaven knows, for I was a 
woman who had suffered much, and he by his selfishness had 
sorely injured me. He was angry, and thought only that my 
love had died away in the years that had intervened since we 
said good-bye to one another, and his parting words would 
have kept me at arm’s length of him, had my courage been 
inclined to give way at the last moment.

“You have learned to love some one else better than me, 
and this is your excuse. Be it so, madam. I will not trouble 
you again.”

Then he seized his hat and went out into the hot roadw'ay, 
with a fierce look upon his face. This was the meeting to 
which I had looked forward for long years, and thus in my 
pride I cast myself away from him, and preferred the misery 
of life without him to the grandeur of a home I had not hcli>cd 
to raise.
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Old 1Cost of Cattle Freight.—The firsh shipment 
of cattle through by rail direct from Chicago to 
Lewiston, Me., arrived atjthat place one day a short 
time ago on the Grand Trunk Railroad. They 
were about six days on the way, and the cost of 
ford warding was about $85 per car. The whole 
expense, including care and feeding, was about $10 
per head. The cattle were taken out and fed and 
watered every twenty-four hours, and allowed 
once or twice a rest of twelve hours on the way. 
They shrank sixty pounds a head, and came out in 

d condition.
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It was my turn to be surprised at the change which disap
pointment had made in him. He had aged indeed in his lower 
estate, he had grown greyer than myself new, and all my 
pride melted away to see him in his fall.

l, you here ?” he said, half-rising, and sinking like an 
back into his chair wherein he had been i>oring over 

to come right. “I did not expect

i

goo
Our readers may have observed that when treat

ing of laying land down to grass, or the after man
agement of pasture, we have laid gréât stress on 
the use of the roller, not only at the time when 
the grass seeds ate sown, but also afterward. V> e 
should, perhaps, have been more particular when 
mentioning the roller to have laid stress upon its 
weight. The light wooden roller so much in use, 
is for the most part, quite inefficient-; and in the 
case of grass land, it might as well be rolled with a 
quart bottle as with one of them.—[Irish Farmer s 
Gazette.

“Ellen 
invalid
the figures which were never 
to hear from you again.”

He spoke coldly, almost harshly, but no stern tones of his 
could daunt me in the days.xjf his disgrace. I was only proud 
when he was rich and famous.

“You arc surrounded by trouble, Gilbert, and I—I wish so 
much to share it with you.”

“This is no place for you—no fitting time to distress 
by your presence,” he said, turning away his face.

“Oil !" do not say that I distress you now ; but consider mo 
the wife again, the friend—if you will let me, even the conn- 
scllor. ”

“I am disgraced—irretrievably disgraced. They will tell 
you outside there that I have schemed to rob the widow and 
orphan of their heritage, and that my downfall is fair retribu-

“Thcy will make many cruel charges of which our 
sciences will hold us blameless, Gilbert, and together we may 
begin the world again. I have not come,” I said timidly, to 
hamper you with a wife at a time when all your energy may 
be requisite to surmount the barriers in your way,as you have 
surmounted them without me before this, but to ask you to 
let me work for you till the clouds have somewhat cleared. I 
—1 could not come without being of help Uyou, knowing all
that parted us w'hen w'e w'ere poor.

This was not the old pride setting itself up strangely at the 
last, hut the old fear that he should think that I added to ms 
difficulties, when he needed much support. He thought it 
was the old pride until he understood me better, until tor the 
first time ÎTi hiïTife, I let him see the whole truth which had 
rendered me unhappy. „ „ , ,
“Yes—I was wrong and selfish, Nell, he murmured.
“No—I was wrong in my resolves, and selfish in my deter

mination, for all the grief it brought to me,” I confessed. > 
“We were both wrong in our ways of making things come 

right,” bs said ; “but I was not content, and here 1 sit the 
moral to a life’s ambition. But it was not want of love that 
took me first away from you, and you might have been more 
merciful, more womanly, knowing that truth so well when the 
old love brought me back. ” ■» , , .

“All ! a woman sees nothing well when she is jealous and at 
a distance from the loved one ; and you—you spoke, Gilbert, 
of the money you had brought back, not the past affection, ^ 

“Yes—I see my mistake, and you must learn in time to I0r-
B"“*Ah*' forgiven now, as the wife is forgiven all the stubborn
ness and pride engendered by lier love for you ? * ou win bay
thHe'said it with a lip that faltered very much ; he spoke of 
his ttwn. firmness; which would not make one step towards me 
after 1 had repelled his wishes so coldly and indignant j- 

Our last quarrel was over, and we began the world togetne , 
an old-fashioned, grey-liaired couple, who had '“"‘WLSr 
each other for years, and preferred to be nilsundc which
than make one step away from that selfish dig >
“XliTt^rCther the.,lew life. W. - ve^happy

now, and working onwards tuitiently. If «e look back
at the gloomy retrospect wherein all past enmities 1 - hu >
it is not to utter one reproach, but to lead our lesson £r

canh:

H j:!i!
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CHAPTER THE SECOND.;i i

VMr. Thomas Duckham, the English judge of 
cattle at the Centennial-, who resides at Baysham 
Court, near Ross, Herefordshire, is well known as 
a successful farmer, hut has attained greater cele
brity as the editor of the Herd Book of Hereford 
Cattle. He has been visiting the Western States 
during the past week or two, and is now paying a 
visit to Canada, with which he expresses himself as 
highly pleased.

the cuisis.

1 thought tnat Gilbert would have written to me after 
awhile, renewing, perhaps, his wishes by letter ; or when a 
week or two had elapsed, that ho would have called 
to inquire if my resolution were filial, and all was really at an 
end between us. But my pride had aroused his own, and 
heard not from him again. We had chosen our separate paths, 
and we were of strong wills, that could pursue them to the 
end. Wo made no allowance for bygones, and we let the time 
pass on, and widen the gulf between us.

I read of him as Mr. Graham, the celebrated engineer—the 
The parsnip has many valuable qualities which man who had carried forward some successful works in that

*v.both/.™- «.g,
and bullocks are fattened upon it in a vei y snort which it took the wisest heads of his circle to solve. I read of 
space of time, and the flesh is considered of su- him as receiving a special appointment which was a fortune in. 
nerior flavor, while in cows it produces an extra- itself, and I was glad for his sake that all the fame for which 
1 v ■ 11 f ’ll v n _:0v, nrdnr and he had longed and for which he had striven had come m theordinary yield of milk, ha\ mg a rich c ‘ fUu tide of his strength and manhood. I knew that every 
affording butter of excellent quality.—bchenc/cs fresh success took him further from me, that there were no 
Gardener's Text Booh apologies that I cou.ld make in which he would-believe, and

that my own pride had destroyed every hope of a return to 
him. 1 could not say, “You are famous and rich, I will come 
to you ;” and his seemed not the generous spirit which would 
make a second concession. I believed that he was glad to be 
rid of me,that— heaven help me !- there was some one younger 
and fairer whom he loved, and who was, perhaps, waiting for 
my death to share his successful life ; that 1 was the blot on 
alt that rejoicing which should naturally be his now.

I strove to forget him in the books I wrote ; 1 was grateful 
to that gift which shut him from me for a while. 1 worked 
hard and incessantly, and became, under the literary name 
that l had assumed, better known, than I had anticipated. 1 
saved money very fast, and 1 grew more pale-faced and old- 
fashioned than when my looks had startled Gilbert on the 
summer day lie came to tell me how rich lie was. Ah ! if he 
had only told me how rich -he was in love still, how he had 
looked forward to meeting me again, what a misery of thought 
we might have spared each other.

1 kept to my country home, thinking that he might return 
some day, and he sent me instead his solicitor, a tall, white- 
haired old gentleman, who had come to propose terms fora 
mutual separation, to offer me, on behalf of Mr. Graham, the 
sum of jjvc ljpmdrcd pounds a \

“1 will sign no needs -1 will have none vf Mi'. Graham's

upon me

:
!■i
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Dr. Jenkins has returned from Philadelphia. 
His trotting Stallion “Royal Harry” took first 
honors in the trotting class, over 5 years old, and 

Roadster Stallion, he excited general admira- 
The “ Royal Harry,” we learn, brought P. 

E. island more into notice than did all the other 
productions of the Island at the Exhibition. 
Patriot, P.K I.

There arc said to he 18,000 sq. miles of coal in 
the Province of Nova Scotia, or about one-third 
more than in Great Britain, which contains 11,900 
miles. The deposits probably equal all the coal in 
Europe, Russia not included.

A very large quantity of pressed bay is being 
shipped from the neighborhood of Cartwright, per 
Windsor and Lake Superior Line, to Mr. J. 1. 
Donnelly, at Dear Island, Lake Superior.
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I enver nca cobense ougi rilide 
’l'lli oyur aveh now ym thera.136. __To entangle ; relating to a ship ; to shun;

to lift ; exceeding another in years. „.
137. - - A character in the Lady of Lyon ,

vigilent ; a confused mixture ; a plea for public 
sports ; the vapour of hot liquor. U'

POPULAR SONGS.
138. —The, in, neat, lad, struggle past harm.
139. _Eh, gin, hit truth, plain men work.
140. — Rain I take blame.
141. —Sport for, John.
142. - Haw, line, law, we test real hcresy.^^

;our client that I mule low's Bcpmncut. Annie. J. M.
lonsideration for 
n,” said the soli- 
>t allow you and

15le—numerical enigma. ;
I am composed of 22 letters. ,
My 4 14, 6, is what many long to hear, when

‘VyM; ».
either raw or cooked- 

My 11, 1, 20, is a marsh.
My 9, 13, 21, 15, 10, 17, 12, is to finish.
My whole is an adage.

Winter Song. ■itistion of dying of 
lount which you 
starve.’” 
irate against Mr. 
liar views of his 
ivayof any better

Summer is all very well, you see— 
Boating, swimming, and that,

And catching a fish is a very good spree, 
And so is holding a bat.

Some mirth’s to be got when days are hot, 
But give us old Winter for fun,

We say;

;v;

:

;

Give us old Winter for fun.iv common-places 
back to report on 
[ guessed all that 
>o proud—to try 
l’s love I yearned

143.—ENIGMA.
In me are placed all sorts of things,
Coats, waistcoats, money, pins and rings ;
That I am useful none deny ;
Upon the coach I am rather high ;
Theatre, opera, there I am 
The richest man in Rotterdam,
If he were to the play to go 
Do you think he would despise me ; no.
If you are able me to do 
I think I’ll always come to you 
To take my part now this ls <leH B
When I get one upon the ear. Plzzlb tio .

144.—double acrostic.
a town in Ireland, a city in Syria, a 

France a river in England, a town m Illinois.
I The initials and finals name two distinguished men 
1 in ancient history.

Answers to October Puzzles.
US—Macbeth.

In the cold forest we hide, we hide, 
Armed with a good cross bow;

Or over the lake on skates we glide,
Or we build a castle of snow.

Then, “ O mihi ! ” how the balls do fly ! 
No fun like a battle of snow,

We say;
No fun like a battle of snow.

-
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when the dark night comes, NAnd what do we care
And we must shut the door !

Do we sit and mope, and bite our thumbs, 
And wish it were June once more .

Oh, no, not we; 
ristmas tree.

We say;
No tree like a Christmas tree

,17_fnn it-u late 118—Black Sea. 119—Chair, hair, air.
122—Toronto a wWheÆta.'

W down
three and carries ™ *£££181-Be-

town in

Oh, no. 
No tree

|ii

And, oh, what a lark to cork one's face, 
And dress like an Ashantce;

Or like an old dame, in wig and lace, 
Going out to cards and tea .

Call Winter tame ? For shame, for shame 
No lolly old Winter for me,

' I say;
No, jolly old Winter f ir me !
Oh, when does time so merrily jog,

And the hours so blithely fly 
As when we are round the blazing log 

And the words are loud and high .
Call Winter slow ? Not so, not so .
Old Winter we jolly boys love,

1 say,
Old Winter wejolly boys love.

Vaines of Those Who Have Sent In 
Correct Answers to Oct. Puzzles.

I, Annie .1. Nicholson, Jas. II. Cross, J. K.Edith II ‘.' ^ /w îlroughton, T. M. Taylor, Frank Law- 
L0Vei, ','V'urrv Janet IIartley, Martha Martin, J. Winlow, 

n Mary J . Jeffery Lottie Glass, Eva Mason, S. Scott,
;■ R,Ært roHÎer SaSuef Evans, Eton Church, Sarah Me- 
m ™ Fa Winkler Wm. Gould, L. Jarvis, Annie Simpson, A. 
u v 'kleanor West J. C. MoAlpinc. Octavius Craig, Sarah 
Kk?Gibbon: Maria Ilomer, Charles Wright, Minnie Morris. 
Edwin Summers, Stephen Glover, Arch. Johnson.
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DIAMOND PUZZLE.
145 —Firstly a vowel you will place,

' Then something that with winter comes, 
And next a language you will trance 

Not used by living tongues,
My next a month it s plain to 

A river now you'll please to add,
Then what will boys expect to he, 

Then last a letter that’s in crag.

:
,i.

see,
î

F. L.
Humorous.

NephewsDear

not heard from so ^ „ ,.v
“J. n# œ

arerall iZypropar |I “^c first ovomng

old winter! which \\ jlf \ passing “ground4 ol

ciination’tVbe'Lith ff fJL V* ÆÊÊË (3 Lead, which I did
us. The first thing hjj\ V ffl MB not being.confirmed,
necessary before wc ^// f fr. irn^ Hi II 1 thought I had no
can enjoy our leisure df // J J(ft 'ïü&SW IflJ/E E riglit to take com-
hours is to see that M ''F ffl l|r ft iI ,minion. Afterward I
our homes are made .fjj liW learned that I had
warm and comfort- (M | jj . Jill lost my supper,
able, both for our- iW~ i anid to
selvcsandanimals.lt , A Vermont youth at bis mother s funera sai
is necessary to see 146.— pictorial rebus. the neighbors : “Me and my father a ^ j
that our windows are fastened closely 1^*^^ ^ aboye rcbu8 is rather difficult to discipher, the ne^ ^ ^ 8QOn to be able to do as ma

thorough ventilation but has d wretched and meees next month. - yoUng man, that pipe of yrmrs « ,a

S2 .imSVtL™,-.»*-3*g5 —* w $--2 jsrJS» i- '«te “1

EHS’iiilE-a1 -is-aBEBb::;». piêasSs
antly ” which constitutes one of our great charms >Tls not far distant fromtic) was frCe times Ihinted, an nebber marry

f •’ t rf Xnw mv little friends, by next , v geC0nd I must now ie\ea, , come to. (,h, nus , y , i)urin axt

iSEElsT-Sbja=:, H-ss-v
some good Xmas puzzles. and I am a member o a ’ ^ ’ d transpose my that the telling anybody that wc arc newly

------   I am a kind of liquor ,l to denote a musi- you haven t taen tetung fatitotum) '• Me
remainder and I am a term u ^ | married . ,LaHy,'hkely Q’id go agin my express
cal sound ; now behead and am E L. I tel ’em sor. Is f yer a„,bo.ly thryed to
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square words.

134.—Joins the hands to the arm ; a
the tooth of a large anima > r lovers,
husbandry ; a place of the meeting o

135'—To cry like a sheep ; aEl|! . Opinion. 
Christian name of a male ; sprightly , 1

150.—ANAGRAM-
Ho ! ibd cm out os oson edicle 
Towudl rigeve me umhc ot part

We arc very happy 
re look back at times 
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lUitmie Irtmi’s Stpartmetti cloth, and it will also make the mittens wear like 
A loaf of bread soaked in milk or milk and water hemp. Apply tar only to the parts that are most 

overnight. In the morning stir in a tea-cupful of exposed to contact with the materials to be hand- 
hour, two eggs beaten till light, a small piece of led. In lieu of sheep-skin we have sometimes 
butter lard, a tea-spoonful of soda, and a little salt, ployed tanned calf-skin. Mittens will keep hands 
Mix very smooth, and drop from a spoon upon the much warmer than gloves. Procure a glover’s 
griddle. needle of triangular shape, let the edges of the

leather be wetted before the mittens are sewed, 
employ strong thread, well waxed with beeswax, 
and the mittens will render excellent service.

A GOOD WAY TO KEEP APPLES ONE YEAR.

Years ago, when we produced large quantities 
of fruit, we always kept app’es in excellent con
dition during the entire year. At a recent agri
cultural convention in Utica, N. Y., a quantity of 
apples were exhibited which were plump, fresh, 
and of good flavor, quite as good as the same kind 
of apples are ordinarily on the approach of spring. 
The apples had been put up in refuse boxes the year 
previous, and in the following manner : A layer 
of dry sawdust was sprinkled at the bottom of the 
box, and then a layer of apples placed in so that 
they do not touch each other. Upon this was 
placed a layer of sawdust, and so on till the host 
was filled. The boxes, after being packed in this 
way, were placed on the wall in the cellar, up from 
the ground, where they kept perfectly, retaining 
their freshness and flavor until brought out.—N. 
Y. llcrald.

BREAD CAKES.
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A Few Hints about Kitchen Work. em-

My Dear Nieces,—Now that the days are 
getting so short, we are apt to find ourselves all in 
a muddle ; particularly, if wo do not manage our 
kitchen work judiciously. The hands may be 
broad and the arms strong, and the mind ever so 
willing, yet choas will prevail in the kitchen when 
there is no head work. One of our foremost re
quisites of a well ordered kitchen is a clock. 
Then if we watcli its hands through all our opera
tions, and try if we can have our breakfast dishes 
washed and put away by such an hour ; all our 
sweeping and dusting done within a certain time ; 
our dinner prepared and ready to put on (for 1 
find there is not half the trouble in cooking if we 
have oui- meat and vegetables put on to cook in 
good time).

Laying out work for each hour is the true way 
to accomplish much in any pursuit. It is true that 
you wjill not always bring matters out even, but by 
going by a clock you can accomplish more than 
you would without system. Many girls linger and 
dally over their morning dishwashing, who, if left 
to themselves, would barely get their kettles washed 
in readiness to put on the dinner. Of course, be
fore breakfast and dinner, it is necessary to make 
sure there is plenty of water in thekettle or boiler; 
as hot water is indispensable in dish washing. 
Remember to have morning kindlings at hand, the 
sponge set, the basket' of clothes sprinkled and 
folded, the next day you find the great advantage 
by taking suitable forethought about your work. 
Come, my little neices, whatever you do, do well ; 
put your shoulders to the wheel is a good old 
motto. There is no merit in being contented with 
a low, shiftless, slovenly way of living; a whole
some discontent which will spur one on is far bet
ter. Indeed, it is a moral duty for everyone to im
prove their condition to the extent of their abili
ties. Be up and doing, and make your home 
happy.

IRISH stew.

Take two pounds of potatoes ; peel and slice 
them ; cut rather more than two pounds of mutton 
chops, either from the loin or neck ; beef, two 
pounds ; six large onions sliced ; a slice of ham or 
bacon ; a little pepper and salt. First put in a 
layer of potatoes, then a layer of meat and onions, 
sprinkle the seasoning, then a layer of potatoes, 
and again the meat and onions and seasoning ; the 
top layer should be potatoes, and the vessel should 
be quite full ; add a spoonful of mushroom catsup. 
Let the whole stew for two hours ; be very careful 
it does not burn.

HAIR WASH.

Half an ounce of gum camphor dissolved in two 
quarts of hot water, one ounce of glycerine, half 
an ounce of borax. Shake well and wash your 
hair. Brush the hair, and then rinse in clear 
water. Use it twice a week. For hair if falling 
out this is particularly good. It cleanses the head 
and gives to the hair a beautif ul glossy look.

Blanche Plaston.
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little attentions.
How much we might make of our family life, of 

eur friendships, t every secret thought of love 
blossomed into a deed ! We are not now merely 
speaking of personal caresses. These may or not 
be the best language of affection. Many arc en
dowed with a delicacy, a fastidiousness of physical 
organization, which shrinks always from too much 
of these, repelled and overpowered. But there are 
words, and looks, and little observances, thought
fulness, watchful little attentions, which speak of 
love, which make it manifest ; and there is scarcey 
a family that might not be richer in heart wealth 
for more of them. It is a mistake to suppose that 
relations must, of course, love each other because 
they are relations. Love must be cultivated, and 
can be increased by judicious culture, as wild fruits 
may double their bearing under the hand of a 
gardener ; and love can dwindle and die out by ne
glect, as choice flower seeds planted in poor soil 
dwindle and grow single.

HOW TO PROMOTE PEACE IN A FAMILY.

1. Remember that our will is likely to be crossed 
anv day, so prepare for it.

2. Everybody in the house has an evil nature as 
well as ourselves, and therefore we are not to ex
pect too much.

3. To learn the different temper and disposition 
of each individual.

4. To look on each member of the family as one 
for whom we should have a care.

5. When any good happens to any one, rejoice 
at it.

(5. When inclined to give an angry answer, “ to 
overcome evil with good.”

7. If from sickness, pain, or infirmity we feel er- 
ritable, to keep a strict watch of ourselves.

8. To observe when others are su tiering, and drop 
a word of kindness and sympathy suited to them.

9. To watch the little opportunities of pleasing, 
to put little annoyances out of the « ay.

10. To take a cheèçful view of everything, 
of the weather, and encourage hope.

11. To speak kindly to the servants, to praise 
them for little things when you can.

12. In all little pleasures which may occur, to 
put yourself last.

Iff To try for the soft answer that turneth away 
Wl Util.

SPICED apples.

Eight pounds apple after it is paired and cored, 
four pounds of sugar, one quart of vinegar, one 
ounce each of stick cinnamon and whole cloves. 
Boil the vinegar, sugar and spice together, then 
put in the apple and boil till tender, 
the apple and boil the syrup till thick, then pour 
it over the apples.
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apple marmalade.
Peel and cover two pounds of acid apples, and 

put them in an enamelled saucepan with one pint 
of sweet cider and one pound of crushed sugar. 
Cook them by a gentle tire until the fruit is very 
soft, and then squeeze it through a cullender or 
sieve. If not sufficiently sweet, add more sugar. 
It is delicious eaten with scalded cream.
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V
My Dear Minnie May,—Amongst your many 

recipes I have not noticed one for making pump
kin pics, which, 1 think are very nice, 
pleasure in offering you mine, which I can recom 
mend. I cut the pumpkin,in thin slices and boil 
it very tender in as little water as possible. When 
nearly done be careful,it does not burn, as it is apt 
to do so. When done, drain off the water, and 
let the pumpkin steam or dry on the back of the 
stove for ten or fifteen minutes. Now mash and 
rub them through a sieve. The more milk you put 
to it, the more eggs you will require ; and the less 
milk, the less number of eggs. A quart of rich 
milk to a quart of pumpkin and three or four eggs 
is a good rule. Ginger and nutmeg are my fav
orite spices, though many like cinnamon and cloves. 
Sugar or molasses may be u-ed for sweeting. I use 
sugar in proportion of two heaping tablespoonfuls 
to a pie. You must have a very hot oven for these 
pies, as it is difficult to brown them without. It 
is a good plan to heat the butter scalding hot be
fore putting into the pie.

sp"i
thehouse-cleaning.

Pumice-stone will remove marks from hard- 
finished walls, also from soapstone stoves. Car
pets may be cleansed by scrubbing them with water 
in which ox gall has been mixed, or with water 
and ammonia, one gallon of the former to one tea
spoonful of the latter ; use a scrubbing-brush and 
cloth as for cleaning unpainted floors, and change 
the water frequently ; before being scrubbed they 
should be shaken and tacked in place. There is no 
nicer treatment of closets where food is kept than 
first washing the walls with soap-suds, covering 
them with a coat of sizing, and over that putting 
two or three coats of paint on ceiling, walls, shelves, 
and floor ; after this washing with soap-suds will 
make everything perfectly7 clean and sweet. Paint 
on the walls of a kitchen is much In tter than kal- 
sominc, whitewasn, or paper, since it does not ab
sorb odors or peel off, and can be quickly and per
fectly cleaned. Any woman who can white-wash 
can paint her own kitchen. It needs first to be 
washed with soap-suds, then covered with a coat 
of dissolved glue, and then with paint. A broad, 
flat brush does the work quickly. «

MITTENS.
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tlERRATA IN CUT. Nil.
Ill the recipe tor cough and sore throat, it is 

misprinted ginger : it should have been vinegar.
Dear Minnie May, if you or any of your nieces 

should try this recii e y ou will find it quite warm 
enough without tile ginger.

and Fcven u
rjThe Neiv York Ihrahl tells its readers how to 

make cheap and warm mittens from the skill of the 
sheep :

During the period of more than thirty years 
past, we have been accustomed to make1 cheap and 
durable mittens in the following manner, to he 

hen performing ad sorfs of out of door work. 
A goo sheep-skin is purchased for iÿl, whi.Ii has 
hven tanned with the wool on. The wool, of 
course, is sliov not more than half an inch in 

A sheepskin of medium size will make

f

.1. lh
1

1 s<‘(ul Kvviiips.
«no i laa'A-st;,.

Take ;) lb, tallow, I oz. beeswax, 1 large table 
spoon inils castor ml ; colour with lamb black. This 
mis turc is the he -t waUrpr of boot-black 1 have 
ever used.

s
i

ET (‘ETmt**•••■

Always leave the draft of a stove ope’ 
there is no lire in it ; by this means a room can lie 
cleansed from impure air, as the open drat : acts as 
a ventilator.

To prevent dust rising from a carpet when being 
swept, sprinkle course dry salt over it. it the 
carpet is much soiled, rub the salt well into the 
libers, with the broom ; then give a thorough sweep
ing going over tlic work several tones. The result 
will be satisfactory, as it gives a fresh look to 
colors dimmed by dust, and a sweetness most 
desirable. We consider salt far ahead ul tea 
grounds or a wet broom, in cleansing a dusty 
carpet. The salt can be gathered up alter it lias 
served its purpose, and with the dust . an he east 
into the asparagfts bed. As asparagus requires 
for food, we “kill two birds with one stone.

worn \v
w hen i

length.
lr<mi three to tour pairs of mittens, as per the size 
of the hands, A pattern was lirst made out of 
.-till" hiMWii paper. The paper thumb piece must 
b neatly fitted to the pattern. Then the leather 
will tit the thumb-li<sle. One pattern will answer 
for bo h tmitti ns if the leather is turned over after 

mitten has been eut out. Sometimes the mit-

11AIK OIL- VA i UK ol

Put enough alcohol into tin* nil to, eut it ; scent 
to suit yourself. This od w ill clean the scalp and

11 is better thanpro u«*e a good growth <*t hair, 
any I Pari no or Hair \ ig< >ur, nr any nt th * patent 
mixtures w e hear so m eh about. ( ’. A . It.

one
tens are made with the wool outward, and some
times the wool is inside. When mittens arc to be 
for handling woo 1, stone, lumber and other things 
which are liable to wet them the leather is smear
ed with a coat of coal tar, which must be dried in 
before the tire. A coat of coal tar will pre
vent the leather frem becoming wet like a peice of

TLA ( ALLS.

Two cups stmar. 1 < irp b itte . 4 eggs, 2 tea- 
spoonfn’s soda, Ivon. Ilnur enough tn work out.

suoN'i;L CALLS.

Tliis e eggs, 1 clip <h sugar, 
almond ; snda, cream of to to*, and lemon; I cup 
of flour.

butter, size of an salt
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%
)V., 1876 Stock Sale.—A sale of thoroughbred stock took 

place at the farm of Mr. Wm. Whitelaw near 
Guelph. A large number of breeders were present 
from defferent parts of the country. The cattle, 
which were all Durhams, did not realize very satis
factory prices, no doubt owing to the general de
pression at present prevailing coupled with the 
fact that many farmers will be scarce of feed, in 
consequence of the partial failure of the turmpcrop. 
The sheep which were of the Leicester breed, and

be added to the amount of mük obtained ^ & Hgt q{ the prices brought Messrs P. & J. ®r" mial with aome of their

Jtocfc iotes.
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jiSale of Thoroughbred Stock.
A number of fine cattle, imported a short time

It seems to be a unanimous opinion among those 
have tried crosses of the Jersey wittVtitlier good I

P Anor-r Milking.—Five per cent., and perhaps | -, f01. a heifer in that Province. The following
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Gazette :

Never hurry cows

’Slock Short-horn Buli^. tittn h which gained silver and bronze medals.
SI20, Onslow Agricultural Society- Lord Bra , tw0 eWe lambs for $200 Samuel Lang-
purchased at the sale of the famous herd aUVlr JLY ^ ^ townahip, has also returned with 
Foster’s, Kilhow, Cumberland, $ • > purchased liis Hock having medals and honors. He expects

»tely, Mr'’"Î: .’SSarai «4*» 4 Th. Beta* i. notiemgth. import..

:

\\in driving to and froi
pasture.

Rokebv. This sort was taken, from a tiee worn Heifers.— Lady Mary,

““ «3 AttiSrsrtF* * »-®; 5 » si»rr“o ■■Cored and a fortnight earlier.-[7V* Garden. $335, Robert Putnam, Onslow.

steers »»“1ÆÆKST.STSaÿS' *»»»»■ “f “*
to spread a little earth over the pile, taking care Laurje> Oakiield. This meeti 8 fnin,Attended by deleg itos and
to pack it somewhat. Either method tends to ex- A Cows and Heifers. — Merry Duch- October, and w ly an able add' ms,in
elude air, and thus prevents too rapid oxidation " ^ ^ whitv Ayshn-c cow, calved m Apnl, visitors J '^vs . ^ (rf reoognition l,y the,
Tt.rl, C <> >.1 - ' n nothing better can be had, but e. P. Blanchard, Truro ; Blyth, brown which he expies Tho Secretary’s address
a tew loads ot marsh much is better than any f’^ite Ayrshire cow, calved in April, 1872, United States a^ a,te,i paying the Dominion
application of the feet, or of earth, and their is gQ, Aubre/ Blanchard, Tn.ro ; Th*; Nun red very Ml, he com neiidJP ^ lle
plenty of it in this State. and white Ayrshire l.eifcr, calved in March, 1874, Lectm e t" . to ,,, , 7,500. The Lecturer
P The Crow. A crow was recently killed in th c< ] & , Stewart, Amherst ; I earl Drop, browi | stated t ic• ,mv[ng heeli done by him, as no
orchard of Mr. Barbric, of Plymouth, Me., • a white Ayrshire heifer, $125, J. A. Me y, j'H10,1 el r, qpt aside for travelling expenses,
upon opening his crop more than twenty nests of ‘0nslow . cherry, red Ayrshire heifer, calved | f"mb» ^ reported $3,155.90 in the Treft-
caterpillar eggs were found, showing_ t at th» May 1875, $70. W. Sutherland, 1 n.ro , 1, , ;ommittee on Suggestions for the good
much-abused bird had dined on about fou, or hve a^rsh[kiî b,lls. _ King, of Hearts red and , smy lhe ^ ̂  ^ ,wl enough to consider «
thousand caterpillar eggs 1 he ciow is not y white Ayrshire buU, calved in April, 18/4, $l-o, ; r Patron has some idea to suggest,
scavenger, but very useful also ind.Mtioy ng ; 1 * f > ^cultural Society ; The Shall ^1 JX ep„./commended the procuring of essayson

-HETirS:: 2U
>as:3trr=."45ï îtSSiiSs» S£=g;Susfesmmm Bmmsmmssss
be united, and m two years the ends can be cut n Lop Bar, / , 0akfiekl. a life Insurance company. .21Z mil

4- ;« thus stated in the London lirncsoi the 31st __B-iisud by and purchased main poll-Wheat is at this moment selling at Gd. a Cirencestcrf Gloucester, $27, officers klkxtf.d for 1877.
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mond Hill; S. E. Phillips, Schomberg; J. Hagarty, Agincourt;
Thomas Webster, Coleraine; A. J. Hughes, Sharon.
Division. No. 10—Francis Slkhtholm, Humber; Eli Crawford,
Brampton ; Guy Bell, Brampton. Ontario ; N. Steen,
Streetsvillej W. J. Oliver, Derry West ; R. Dick, Chel- The barley crop of Canada has, within a few 
tenhain. Kent Division, No. 11—A. McCormac, Morpeth; , £ ,
j Wright, Chatham; J. Mann, Valletta; R. Wilkie, Rond Eau; years, become oi such importance that the interest
Midïle^ DMston.BNogî^ohn Le^mhufp"" O. "dS centered in * is only second to that °f wheat, the 
ham Division, No. 14—Wm. Hall, Oshawa; J. D. Gould,
Foley; R. D. Foley, Bowman ville. East Lamb ton. No. 15—

Doherty. ' Uttoxeter ; John Dallas, Thedford ; J. 
cDonald, Alvinston. East Lambton Division, No. 15—

Francis Kearney, Watford. Orangeville Divisiin, No. 16—J.
K. Decatur, Camille. West Middlesex Division, No. 17—S.
W. Dell, Strathroy; Elgin Division, No. 18—Jabel Robinson,
Hatherley. Lennox and Addington Division, No. 19—W. N.
Harris, Napanee; M. Neville, Napanee; Uriah Sills, Napance.
North Simcoe Division, No. 20—Charles Drury, Barrie; E.
Archer, Hillsdale; H. G. Lister, Rugby ; R. Dixon, Ninonesitig.
Belmore Division, No. 21—Henry Smith, Gorrie. Oxford 
Division, No. 22—G. E. Harris, Ingersoll. Beaver Valley 
Division, No. 23—Neil McColman, Clarksburg; Wm. Hewgill,
Heathcote. Prince Albert Division, No. 24—Robert McMor- 
die, Kippen. Ontario Division, No. 25—Andrew Orvis,
Whitby; J. Haight, Pickering. Wentworth Division, No. 26 
—M. J*. Olmsteatl, Ancaster; P. S. Van Wagner,Stoney Creek;
D. Patterson, Copetown; G. Gastle. Carlisle. Hurop Division,
No. 27—J. Smith, Newry. County Huron—James Living
ston. Moncrief. Norfolk Division, No. 28—Isaac Austin, Port 
Dover; Levi II. Whitman, Knowlton, Quebec. Kent County—
Robt. Wilkie, Rond Eau; Charles McGibben, Douglas, N. B.
Bruce County — Thomas Blair, Kincardine; John Biggar,
Burgoyne; Thos. Houston. Wellington Gounty—Wm Woods- 
worth, Bowling Green.Stormont County—J. J. Adams, Wales.
Wellington County—Robt. Cromar, Salem. Belleville District 
—W. J. Massey, Belleville.

Molsons Bank.
At the annual meeting of the above institution, 

held last month, a most satisfactory and encourag
ing report of the past year’s business was read,and 
after the usual provision for bad and doubtful 
debts, paying two dividends of 4 per cent., thé 
rest was increased by $40,000, and a balance re
mained to the credit of profit and loss account of 
$10,169.98. Considering the hard times and the 
numerous business reverses of the past year, the 
management are to be congratulated on their 
success.

The Molsons Bank is one of the most liberal 
monetary institutions in the Dominion to the farm
ing community, and an increased share of our 
agricultural banking business should attend their 
success and liberality. We are pleased to hear 
that a branch of this Bank will soon open at Inger
soll—the headquarters of our great cheese interests.

Reports of the Barley Crop and Stock 
in Hand.

Peel

great staple of our agricultural products. The 
barley crop of this season has been light, but the 
growers of it, as far as we have been able to ascer
tain, have less ground for complaining than the 
growers of wheat. The following report must, 
from the great extent and acreage of the cultiva
tion of barley, be of interest to our readers.

1
£

l

The Montreal Gazette gives the return of the 
barley crop of Canada, comprising reports from 
103 points, of which 52 were average, 38 below 
average and 12 above average, against 97 reports 
in 1875, of which 54 were average, 1 below average
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and 42 above average.
The New York Produce Exchange Weekly of a 

late date stated the visible supply of barley from 
New York is 562,829 bushels, against 132,214 
bushels at the corresponding date in 1875. It also 
says that Mr. R. H. Lawder has made a tour of 
inspection of the barley crop in Canada and north
ern counties of New York.

Mr. William Watson, of New York, has pur
chased of Mr. William Redden, of Plantagenet, 
Canada, the Ayrshire heifers Lilly and Amelia, to
gether with the bull calf General Montgomery. 
These animals attracted much attention at the Cen 
tennial, where they formed part of Mr. Rodden’s 
exhibit. *

Messrs. John Snell & Sons, Edmonton, Canada, 
have advices of shipment of a young Berkshire boar 
and three sows from the herd of Mr. Heber Hum- 
frey, of Berkshire, England. The pigs from Eng
land Oct. 5. Messrs. Snell have also recently re
ceived the young boar Royal Tombs and his four 
sisters, “ The Four Belles of Shelton,” from the 
herd of Mr. Edward Tombs, of Shelton, Uxon, 
England, which are said to be extra good ones. 
This makes nine imported sows added to the Wil
low Lodge herd in the last four months, besides 
two fine litters which were imported in their dams. 
At the head of the herd as a breeding boar is Sir 
Donhester, Cardiff, winner of five first prizes in 
England, and used for three years with good 

" in the herd of Mr. Heber Humfrey.
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New Granges.
530, Abingdon, William Parkson, Master, Abingdon ; L. 

Williams, Secretary, Abingdon.

He finds the area 
with barley somewhat larger than in 1875,sown

and the yield less. He aggregates the deficiency 
this year as compared with last, fully five million 
bushels, and of the out-turn of the crop this year 
he estimates that one-quarter of the barley in 
Canada and New York is so thin and light in 
weight as to be unfit for malting. He estimates 
the excess of the old malt held from Philadelphia 
at two and a half millions more in 1876 than in
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DIVISION GRANGES.

32, North Bruce, John Biggar, Master, Burgoyne ; Alfred 
Shell, Secretary, Burgoyne. 33, Haldimand, Henry Coey, 
Master, Jarvis;* Jesse Forster, Secretary, Rainham Centre.

Additional Correspondence.
Sir,.— In reply to the enquiry from I. M. T., of 

Strathroy, ns to the use of superphosphates 
sandy soil, I beg to say that I have used 3j tons 1875, thus estimating the surplus stock equal to the 
during the last two years, principally on sandy qeqc;enCy jn produce, 
loam, with satisfactory results.

For uiy boo crops, which consists of carrots, cab
bage, turnips, mangles, and corn,] sowed broadcast j fDliUOr of Epizootic ill 
immediately after plowing,some 500 lbs to the acre, ! * slalsi.
and harrowed in lightly, and then put in my crop ■ 
in the ordinary way.

For grain 1 sowed some 200 pound's broadcast.
My hoe crop has been most excellent, and I consider 
my money well repaid in the extra crop and com
parative freedom from weeds.

Of course there is nothing equal to good barn 
yard manure for renovating land, but if the land is 
not too sandy to yield some sort of a crojj as it is, 
there would be little risk in venturing say half a 
ton of superphosphate next year as an experiment.
My land is good and would have promised a fair 
crop without the use of superphosphates. I used 
the lowest grade of the Brock ville Superphosphate 
Company.
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We have a report circulated in some papers that 
there has appeared in the sont hern part of London 
township a disease of a most peculiar character 
among horses, 
have consulted three veterinaries among others, and 
they state that there is not to their knowledge any 
disease of an infectious nature—nothing, in fact, 
to afford ground for the rumor.

ENOL1SU MARKETS.

London, Oct. 28. —Floating cargoes -Wheat, at opening, 
passage and for shipment—quiet; corn, quiet. Cargoes 

Wheat, at opening, quiet ; corn, quiet.We have made every enquiry ; we
Liverpool.-Wheat, ml the spot, at opening, quiet; corn, oil 

the snot, at opening, quiet ; California white wheat, range of 
club, per cental, 10s 6d to 10s lOd ; California white wheat, 
range of average, per cental, 10s Od to 10s 7d ; red Aniertean 
spring wheat, range of No. 2 to No. 1, per cental. 9s Id to 10s }
Id.

MONTREAL MARKETS.

The produce markets have lost all the elasticity produced by 
the warlike news from Europe, and have lapsed into compara
tive dullness. The decline in the West and the less favorable 
tenor of the English despatches caused a further reduction m 
values, but even this failed to stimulate the demand, the 
stock of wheat at present here is very small, hut the enquiry 
is correspondingly so; we have not heard of any transactions 
of importance within the week, and the market may he quoted 
nominal at §1.17 to 81-20 for Canada spring .Hour has 
declined about 10e per barrel all round, and a fair business 
resulted at the reduced rates, the market closing weak, l eas 
sold in car lots at 89 to 90c, and in cargoes at 91 Ay pci 00 ids. 
Corn was lightly dealt in at 53c for mixed lots, and barley ruled 
quiet The transactions in Provisions have been on a \ery 
limited scale. Pork remains steady; butter and cheese quiet 
and nominally unchanged. Pot ashes closed easier, at ---};60 to 
64.611, according to taros. Freights quiet, at 0s Od fm heavy 
grains per steamer and iron clipper to Liverpool and Glasgow.

CHICAGO MARKETS.

Well Done for Canada.
Sixty-eight horses were sent to the Centennial 

show from this Dominion. Of these fifty-two took 
prizes, and thirteen were sold. One span of eeld-

--------- ings brought $1,500 in gold. Since the exhibition
Sir,-Can you furnish a plan of a building for of "horses, the fruit show has taken place there ; 

axing human excrements, which will he cheap and and in speaking of the display made in this de
ls,ly built; for I am convinced that much is lost partaient the New iork Graphic says Prob- 

to the farmer in this one manure alone that would ably the finest show of fruits is made by the bruit 
pay a good percentage had he a suitable building for Growers Association of Ontario. The same 
the purpose of saving and utilizing it. journal adds-- 1 lie present display occupies the

11 65 entire north side of the 1 homological Building,
and is composed of 100 plates of apples, 200 plates 
of plums, 200 plates of pears, 90 plates of crab- 
apples, 25 varities of pefiches, 153 plates of grapes, 
and a variety of nuts.” Canada not only carriéd 
off silx-er medals for plums, but also a number of 
prizes for apples and pears.
prices offered were such as would not be accepted. 
After the exhibition of sheep some English lots 
were offered for sale, but the prices offered xvere 
loxver than could be obtained at some of our county 
fairs.

R. T. 11.
Barton, Oct. 17, 1876.

Example.
[An ordinary privy can xvitli very little expense 

be utilized for the purpose by doing away with the 
vault, and inserting on the level of the surface a 
drawer, as it is in an article of furniture. Any 
strong elose-joiiied box will answer the purpose. 
It should occupy tlic whole space under the seat in 
width and length, not in height, Put a little dry 
earth in the drawer before using, and each time 
after using it ; remove the contents as often as ne
cessary, say weekly, to a pit, and keep it covered 
with earth. The accumulation is a great fertilizer, 
generally called pondrette. The dry earth is a good 
disinfectant, and prevents any offensive odour.— 
Ed.]

tm4 unchanged. Outs, firmer, 32.1 t0 323*- lolk> los9 
demand, §15.25 to §15.50.For Shorthorns the

NEW YORK MARKETS.

Nexv York, Oct. 28. —Flour dull, prices slightly in buyers

mix'®!. Barley dull, and in buyers' favor extra choice six- 
roxved state at SI to @1.03. Oats reported dull, 35c to 51c. 
Butter, 20e to 30c. Cheese, Oe to 121c.

LONDON MARKETS.
The flax crop has yielded well this season, while 

in almost all others there has been a deficiency. 
The cultivation of this crop has been continuously 
increasing. The flax at present grown in Ontario 
amounts to $790,000 in seed and fibre.

We have received communications from Messrs. 
A. Gray, F. Malcolm, and C. E. Gardener, xvliich 
xvill be inserted in our next issue.

Wheat, per cental, SI.90 to S2.01; tread- 
well, #1.80 to #2.00; red fall, 81.75 to 8180; spring, 81-SO « 
#1 95 Barley, 00c to #1.50. Peas, @1 20 OaU, 8L12 to SL15;; 
Corn, #1 to #1.10. Rye, 80c to $i Buckwheat, 80c tu J 
Beef, per 100 lbs., 85.50 to #0. Lamb, per hr, 7c «80 -
ton, 86.25 to #0.621. Dressed hogs, «g;25 22c?
weight, #5 to #5.25. Butter, roH, 20e to 24c, ke=> 1 27c to 
Cheese, 9c to lOic. Lard, 10c to 103c. Flee v,

RUSiAîSM5.

• London, Oct. 28.

Reply to a Correspondent. —There is no doubt 
but that condiments of various kinds are highly ad
vantageous in fattening stock. The virtue of many 
of our cattle spices arc not sufficiently known among 
our Canadian farmers. As yet only the most en
terprising are trying them, and find great benefit 
from their use. For particulars and price of De 
vonshire Cattle Food, see advt. of John Lumbers 
in another column.

HI AItlM. RESTORER.—Great invention by one who 
was deaf for 20 years. Send stamp for particulars. Jxo. 

l Garmork, Lock-box 905, Covington, Ky. K-l #1.85 to 82.25.
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